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OUR VISION
Reimagining a Simpler Bank.

OUR MISSION
To consistently provide experiences
that simplify and enrich people’s lives.
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OUR CORE VALUES
TRANSPARENCY
We will be clear and open in all
our dealings with our customers
and stakeholders; although
excessive transparency may
create a backlash, we accept
the consequences.

INTEGRITY
We will be driven by what
is good for customers and
the shareholders, not what
is good for our short-term
bottom line, because in the
end, customer satisfaction
will lead to long-term
shareholder value.

SIMPLICITY
We will constantly strive
to make banking simpler
for our customers, with easy
documentation and processes,
friendly people, quick delivery,
and therefore better products
and services to the end
user: ‘Doing things simply’
is not ‘doing simple things.’

EXCELLENCE
Is just a consequence of the
aforementioned and can be
defined as: ‘Simpler, Faster,
Better.’
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TALAL MOHAMED REZA
BEHBEHANI
Chairman

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
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Mr. Talal Behbehani has been a
Board Member since March 2007.
He was elected Deputy Chairman in
March 2014 and then Chairman in
December 2014. He currently serves
on the Boards of Kuwait Insurance
Co., and A’ayan Leasing Co., and
was previously a Board Member of
Industrial Bank of Kuwait. He holds
a Bachelor of Arts degree in English
from Kuwait University (1992).

KHALED ABDULLAH
MOHAMMED AL MISHARI
Board Member

PRASANNA DATTATRAY
HARDIKAR
Board Member

SULAIMAN ABDALLAH
SULAIMAN AL MURAIKHI
Board Member

Mr. Khaled Al Mishari has been a
Board Member since 2013. He has
served on the Boards of Gulf Bank,
Kuwait Commercial Facilities Co.,
Kuwait Cement Co., Al-Mabani Co.,
Kuwait United Bank (London) and the
Higher Council of Planning. He holds a
Bachelor’s degree in Economics from
Kuwait University (1971).

Mr. Prasanna Hardikar has been a
Board Member since 2013 and is
also on the ABK-Egypt Board. He
is an Associate of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India
and holds a Bachelor of Commerce
degree from the University of
Poona, India (1983).

Mr. Sulaiman Al Muraikhi was
reappointed as a Board Member
in March 2015 and is also on the
ABK-Egypt Board. He was a former
Board Member of Kuwait Finance &
Investment Co., Wafra International
Investment Co., and Real Estate
Trading Co. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Business Administration
from Helwan University, Egypt
(1977).

SALAH AHMED
AL SERHAN
Deputy Chairman

ALI IBRAHIM HEJJI
HUSSAIN MARAFI
Board Member

KHALED OTHMAN ABDUL
WAHHAB AL OTHMAN
Board Member

Mr. Salah Al Serhan has been a Board
Member since 1987 and was elected
Deputy Chairman in December 2014.
He also served on the Board of Kuwait
Clearing Co. (1988-2015). He holds
a Diploma in Electronic Engineering
from Heald College, USA (1965).

Mr. Ali Marafi has been a Board
Member since 2004 and is currently
the Chairman of ABK-Egypt. He is also
the Deputy Chairman of United Real
Estate Co., Chairman of Commercial
Facilities Co., and a Board Member
of UBAF (Paris and Hong Kong). He
previously served as the Chairman
of American Services Co. He holds
a Bachelor’s degree in Economics
and Political Science from Kuwait
University (1973).

Mr. Khaled Al Othman has been a
Board Member since 2004 and is
also on the ABK-Egypt Board. He has
previously served on the Boards of
Gulf Bank, Kuwait National Cinema Co.
as Deputy Chairman, Al Hamra Real
Estate as Deputy Chairman and CEO
and Ajial Real Estate & Entertainment
Co. as Chairman and Managing
Director. He holds a Bachelor’s degree
in Statistics and Economics from
Kuwait University (1978).

ALI MOHAMMED ABDULLAH
AL SHURAIDAH
Board Member

ADEL IBRAHIM YALI AHMED
BEHBEHANI
Board Member

FAWZY T. AL THUNAYAN
General Manager
Board Affairs

Mr. Ali Al Shuraidah has been a
Board Member since March 2016.
He currently holds the position
General Manager at Cyberspace
Consulting and Information
Technology. He previously held
a number of positions including
Assistant General Secretary,
General Secretariat of the Council
of Ministers, Under Secretary Information Technology Center
Council of Ministers. He holds a
Bachelor’s degree in Engineering
from Tulsa University and Master’s
Degree from Ohio University (1978).

Mr. Adel Behbehani has been a Board
Member since March 2016. He was
previously a Credit Manager with Gulf
Bank (1987-1999) and a Senior Executive
Manager with Commercial Bank of Kuwait
(1999-2013). He holds a Bachelor of
Commerce degree from Kuwait University
(1987).

Mr. Fawzy Al Thunayan was
appointed General Manager, Board
Affairs in January 2014, following
thirty four years in investment and
banking, ten of which were with
investment companies, and sixteen
years with the Central Bank of
Kuwait, where he was the Head of
the Foreign Operations Department.
Thereafter, he joined Gulf Bank as
General Manager of Board Affairs
for eight years. He is currently
also the Chairman of Ahli Capital
Investment Co. (ACIC). He holds
a Bachelor’s degree in Business
Management from the Catholic
University of America, Washington
DC, USA (1980).
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EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT
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MICHEL ACCAD
Group Chief Executive
Officer

ABDULLA M. AL SUMAIT
Deputy Chief General
Manager

Michel Accad joined ABK as Chief
Executive Officer during 2014. From
2009 to 2014 he served as CEO for
Gulf Bank, Kuwait and oversaw its
turnaround following the 2008
crisis. Between 2006 and 2009, he
was the Assistant CEO for Arab
Bank PLC, responsible for all
banking businesses globally. He is a
27-year veteran of Citigroup, which
he joined in 1979. He held various
CEO and Country Head positions
and his last position was MD & CEO
for Citibank Middle East & North
Africa. He holds a Master’s degree
in Business Administration from the
University of Texas, Austin.

Abdulla Al Sumait joined ABK in
2000 and is the Deputy Chief
General Manager, as well as a
member of several management
committees. His career in banking
spans 40 years during which he
held various senior positions
including General Manager of
Corporate Banking at Gulf Bank and
ABK. He was the Chairman of Ahli
Capital Investment Co. (ACIC) and a
Board Member of Bank of Bahrain
and Kuwait from 2001 to 2008. He
holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Economics from Kuwait University
and a Diploma from the Institute of
Banking Studies.

JAMAL AHMAD
Group Chief Risk
Officer

SHIAMAK SOONAWALLA
Group Chief Finance
Officer

SOMNATH MENON
Group Chief Operating
Officer

BALWANT BAINS
Group Chief Internal
Auditor

Jamal Ahmad joined ABK in 2000.
Before joining ABK, he was with
the risk management department
of Burgan Bank in Kuwait.
He has more than 30 years’
experience in different banking
sectors, including corporate
finance, international syndications,
investment, merchant banking and
trade finance. He holds a Master’s
degree in Monetary Economics
from the University of Calcutta,
India.

Shiamak Soonawalla joined ABK in
2004 and has more than 25 years’
experience in the financial services
industry,
covering
financial
management,
auditing
and
consulting practices in the Middle
East. Before joining ABK, he held
senior executive and executive
positions with Ernst & Young in
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, and with
National Commercial Bank in Saudi
Arabia. He holds a Bachelor of
Commerce degree from the
University of Bombay and is a
Chartered Accountant (India) and a
fellow member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India.

Somnath Menon joined ABK in
2015 as Chief Operating Officer
and has more than 35 years’
experience in banking. He was
previously with Citibank for 20
years. Thereafter, he joined
Mashreq Bank, UAE as Group Head
of Operations and Technology
for 9 years where he undertook
several transformational changes
in best in-class technologies.
He holds a Master’s degree
in Change Management from
Brighton University and successfully
completed
the
Advanced
Management Program from Oxford
University, UK.

Balwant Bains joined ABK in 2008
and has more than 25 years’
experience in the financial services
industry, having worked in banks
and consulting firms in the UK and
Kuwait. Before joining ABK, he was
Head of Market and Operational
Risk at National Bank of Kuwait. He
holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Business Studies from London
Guildhall University and is a
Certified Internal Auditor and
Certified Information System
Auditor.

EMAD ROUSHDY
Executive General Manager
Corporate Banking

STEWART LOCKIE
General Manager
Retail Banking

KHALED AL MUTAWA
General Manager Wealth &
Private Banking

HAMZA ENKI
General Manager
Human Resources

Emad Roushdy joined ABK in 2000
and has more than 35 years’
experience in corporate lending
with
various
well-known
international and local financial
institutions. He holds a Bachelor of
Commerce degree from Cairo
University and has various other
financial qualifications from the
American University of Cairo, as
well as Harvard Business School.

Stewart Lockie joined ABK in 2009,
having previously worked in Retail
Banking in Egypt and the United
Kingdom with Ahli United Bank and
Barclays Bank for 18 years. A
seasoned retail banker with over
26 years’ experience, he holds an
MSc from the University of South
Wales in Management, and an
MBA in Chartered Banking from
Bangor University. He is a qualified
Chartered Manager and a
Chartered Banker from the
Chartered Banking Institute in the
UK.

Khaled Al Mutawa joined ABK in
September 2018 with a banking
career spanning over 28 years with
Gulf Bank. His last position in Gulf
Bank was General Manager for
International
Banking
and
Investments Group. He has also
served as the interim General
Manager of Risk and Treasury, and
was
heading
Gulf
Bank’s
Management Credit Committee
and its Investment Committee. He
was on the Board of Directors of
CINET from 2001-2008 and 20112014, and on the Board of Directors
of Masaleh Real Estate Company
from 1997-2009. He holds a
Bachelor’s Degree in Economics
from the University of South
California, Los Angeles.

Hamza Enki joined ABK in 2002 and
has more than 35 years’ experience
in the areas of manpower
development, compensation,
recruitment and training in the
financial services industry. Before
joining ABK, he worked at National
Bank of Kuwait in the HR Division
for 22 years. He holds a Bachelor
of Commerce degree from Kuwait
University and an MBA in Personal
& Labour Law from the University
of Scranton, USA.

RUBEN OMAR FERNANDEZ
General Manager
Treasury & Investments

MOHAMMED SALLAM
Head of Legal

KHALED EL SALAWY
Chief Executive Officer &
Managing Director, ABK-Egypt

Ruben Omar Fernandez joined ABK
in 2017 with over 20 years banking
experience across the globe
including Citi New York, where he
spent a number of years in various
roles in Treasury management.
Prior to joining ABK, he held the
position of Chief Financial Officer
at KAMCO. He was the Group Chief
Treasury Officer & Financial
Institutions Head for Kuwait
Finance House from 2012-2015. He
holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Economics from Buenos Aires
University and a Master’s Degree
in Finance from Universidad del
CEMA, Buenos Aires.

Mohammed Sallam joined ABK
in 2003 and has more than 35
years’ experience in litigation,
contracting and consultancy. He
previously worked at Commercial
Bank of Kuwait and at a number of
well-known law firms in Kuwait. He
holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law
from the University of Ain Shams,
Cairo.

KARL STUMKE
General Manager
International Banking &
Chief Executive Officer - UAE
Branches

Karl Stumke joined ABK in 2010
and has more than 30 years’
banking experience in a number of
retail and corporate entities
including Barclays, where he held
various executive and Board
positions in London, Africa and the
Middle East. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Accountancy from the
University of South Africa, and is a
Certified Associate of the Institute
of Bankers in South Africa. He also
holds a Diploma in Advanced
Banking (RAU) and has done the
Advanced Management Program
(INSEAD), CAIB (SA).

Khaled El Salawy joined ABK-Egypt in
2016 as Chief Executive Officer and
Managing Director. Before joining
ABK he served at Union National
Bank as Deputy Chief Executive
Officer between 2013 and 2016.
Prior to that, he worked at Bank of
Alexandria/ Intesa Sanpaolo Group
as Head of Corporate Banking
and SME’s. He also held executive
positions with Egyptian American
Bank, which was acquired by the
Credit Agricole Egypt from 1995 to
2006. He holds a Bachelor’s degree
in Economics from the American
University of Cairo.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS
Financial Highlights (KD)

2016

2017

2018

147.5 million

157.0 million

168.8 million

89.4 million

97.8 million

103.7 million

4.3 billion

4.4 billion

4.5 billion

Shareholders’ Equity

555 million

572 million

585 million

Loans and Advances

3,029 million

3,075 million

3,026 million

Total Deposits & Borrowings

3,635 million

3,535 million

3,766 million

Customer Deposits

2,900 million

2,939 million

3,114 million

17.67%

17.23%

19.15%

Operating Income
Operating Profit
Total Assets

Total Capital Adequacy Ratio

Key Highlights of 2018
Net Profit up by 18.1%; Operating Income up by 7.5% and Operating Profit up by 6.0%
Strong Asset Quality with NPL ratio at 1.78% with Provision Coverage Ratio of 392%
Robust capital adequacy ratio of 19.15%
Successful issuance of US$ 300 million Tier 1 perpetual bond to strengthen the Bank’s capital base
Syndicated Loan of US$ 800 million with Dubai Aerospace Enterprise - oversubscribed
Continued growth across all business segments with International business constituting 23% of group
revenues and 22% of total assets
Strong performance of ABK Egypt - total assets up by 32%; loans and advances up by 44%;
customer deposits up by 34%; operating revenues up by 33%
Under the regional expansion strategy a branch was opened in the DIFC to act as a hub to seamlessly service
corporates and multinationals in Kuwait, UAE and Egypt
Introduction of Robotic Process Automation for back office processes
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard certification obtained
Young Kuwaiti Development Program launched during the year
First Kuwaiti bank to implement a user friendly cloud based HR Management suite
Listed among the 10th Safest Banks in the Middle East by Global Finance
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ABK’S FINANCIAL RESULTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2018

KD 42.1 Million

Net Profit
4.4

KD Billion

103.7
97.8

4.5

KD Billion

168.8
KD Million
157.0

KD Million

KD Million

KD Million

42.1

35.7 KD Million

KD Million

31
Dec.

2017

31
Dec.

2018

Net Profit

31
Dec.

2017

31
Dec.

31
Dec.

2018

2017

Operating Profit

31
Dec.

31
Dec.

2018

2017

Operating Income

KD 585
Million

26

Shareholders’s Equity

Earnings per Share

Fils

31
Dec.

2018

Total Assets

19.15%
Capital Adequacy Ratio
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
Dear Shareholders,
On behalf of the Board, I am delighted to present to
you the Annual Report and the audited financial
statements of Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait for the financial
year ended 31 December 2018.
Over the course of 2018, the Bank continued to
maintain its upward trajectory by focusing on a
prudent strategy, deftly capturing opportunities and
enriching its digital platforms to provide better and
more advanced services to its customers. We achieved
significant growth in all our business sectors, such as
retail business, across lending and deposits, providing
corporate facilities, while simultaneously reinforcing
our syndicated financing capabilities. We have gone
through major business development phases over the
past few years and the impact of such developments
clearly shows in this year’s results.
The strong financial performance of our Bank was
reflected in a Net Profit of KD 42.1 million, up by 18.1
per cent, driven by the growth in the Operating Profits
which exceeded the KD100 million mark for the first
time in the history of ABK. The Bank’s total assets
reached KD 4.5 Billion, which represents 4.3 per cent
growth from 2017, and the total Shareholders’ Equity
reached KD 585 Million.
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Our customer deposits witnessed an increase of 6 per
cent in comparison to last year. Asset quality remained
strong with the Non-Performing Loan (NPL) ratio
maintained at 1.78 per cent and NPL coverage was
392 per cent. The Bank’s Capital Adequacy Ratio and
Tier 1 Capital Ratio were 19.15 per cent and 17.94 per
cent, respectively. Earnings Per Share (EPS) stood at
26 fils, compared to 22 fils in 2017.
An important element of delivering value to our
Shareholders and earning their trust over the long
term is return on capital in a steady and transparent
manner.
Based upon the financial performance of 2018, the
Board of Directors has proposed a dividend of 14 fils
per share compared to 12 fils per share in 2017,
subject to approval of the Annual General Meeting
and the regulatory authorities.
The year 2018 saw many milestones in our business,
one of which was the signing and subsequent closing
of a revolving credit facility to Dubai Aerospace
Enterprises for the amount of US$ 800 Million. This
revolving credit facility, for which ABK served as
coordinating Mandated Lead Arranger and
Bookrunner which was substantially oversubscribed,
is a validation of our growing credentials as one of the
leaders in syndicated financing.

Another notable milestone was the pricing of our
highly successful US$ 300 Million Tier 1 perpetual
bond. The transaction was very well received by
international investors, culminating in an order book
twice oversubscribed at the initial price level.
As a result of our healthy capital position and excellent
liquidity, which is fully aligned with the Central Bank
of Kuwait’s robust regulations, we maintained positive
ratings on both Fitch and Moody’s, receiving A+ and
A2 ratings respectively.
Our strong capital position and trustworthiness
among customers was recognized by a number of
leading magazines, including Global Finance, who
ranked ABK amongst the top ten ‘Safest Banks in the
Middle East’ for the second consecutive year.
Our results this year are also significant in that they
have been achieved during a highly transformative
period in the region. The changing customer needs
coupled with rapid technological advances have
required a swift approach and meticulous preparation
to deliver an excellent banking platform to our
customers. To meet the demands of this changing
environment, we launched several digital initiatives
that foster simplicity, convenience and mobility. Our
plan moving forward is to further develop our digital
banking channels and our digital strategy for 2019,
which includes Robotic Process Automation,
Blockchain and Big Data, and Cybersecurity and Cloud
computing. We are progressing rapidly on all these
fronts. We believe these digital transformation
initiatives offer compelling and unique value to our
customers and set the platform for our future growth.
ABK strives to be a good corporate citizen through our
support in social development. As a bank, we believe
in bringing holistic change in the lives of people. In
this regard, I’m glad to note that our staff were highly
engaged with the community through initiatives such
as blood donation drives, World Diabetes Day, Young
Kuwaiti Development Program and a wide range of
CSR which has been documented in a separate booklet
together with the Annual Report.
We are also looking to offer ever-growing opportunities
to Kuwait’s youth in the banking sector. In 2018, we
inaugurated the Young Kuwaiti Development Program,
which is designed to nurture ABK’s young workforce
by familiarizing them with the skills required to
become effective and successful leaders. Talent
development is at the core of nation building and we
continue to contribute to this cause through our
training and recruitment initiatives.

From our humble beginnings over 50 years ago, ABK
has now grown to become one of the leading financial
institutions in the region. In 2018, we seized the
opportunity to create a regional hub for ABK’s
wholesale banking, corporate finance and financial
institution services with the opening of our new
branch in Dubai International Financial Center (DIFC)
in the UAE.
Our growth and commitment have been validated
through a number of industry awards. I am particularly
happy to maintain our title of ‘Employer of the Year’
by NASEBA for two years in a row.
Each effort, each decision and each initiative has been
vital in paving the way for our success in the future.
ABK is now moving towards the implementation of its
2020 “Simplify & Transform” plan, an ambitious
programme of new customer experiences, digital
transformation and operational efficiency. I am
confident that with the collaborative efforts of our
team, we will continue to exceed our goals and take
ABK to even greater heights in the years ahead.
I would like to thank each and every member of the
ABK team for their contribution. To our shareholders
and customers, please accept my sincere appreciation
for your unwavering support, trust and loyalty.
In particular, I would like to thank HH Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, the Amir of Kuwait and
HH Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, the
Crown Prince. We appreciate having received wise
counsel from the Governor, Deputy Governor and all
officials of the Central Bank of Kuwait, the Capital
Markets Authority, the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, Kuwait Bourse and Kuwait Banking
Association.

Talal Mohamed Reza Behbehani
Chairman
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“Simplicity and repose are the qualities
that measure the true value of
any work of art.”
Frank Lloyd Wright (Architect)

MANAGEMENT
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
The Management Discussion and Analysis gives an
overview of the Group’s financial position, business
and operations performance and outlook. The
document is based on the published financial
statements, management’s vision and best judgment,
and is considered to be complete.
The document contains certain forward-looking
statements that do not relate strictly to historical or
current facts and represents current expectations,
plans or forecasts about future business and economic
conditions and results that management considers
relevant to assessing future prospects of the Group.
The forward-looking statements reflect the position
as on the date they are made. Risks, uncertainties and
changes to assumptions that are difficult to predict
and beyond the Group’s control may eventually affect
actual outcomes and results.
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Business Environment
GCC nations, with their largely oil dependent
economies, witnessed rising optimism as oil prices
recorded significant upward movement over the first
three quarters of the year. However, this was tempered
by the steep decline in oil prices over the fourth
quarter. Overall, the GCC economies had fair growth
as average realisations for the oil producing countries
were substantially higher in relation to 2017. In the
broader MENA area, regional tensions remained and
continued to cast a shadow of uncertainty over
business prospects and economies.

In Kuwait real GDP is estimated to have grown by 3.0%
on the back of improved oil prices and continued
government spending on infrastructure. Consumer
price inflation (year on year average) is estimated at
around 1.2% for the year. The Kuwait Boursa index
advanced by 5.2%. The Central Bank of Kuwait raised
its discount rate (CBDR) by 25 basis points to 3.00% in
March, following Fed funds rate hike by the Federal
Reserve. The subsequent US Fed rate hikes were not
matched by corresponding increases in CBDR.
However, CBK adjusted its intervention rates to
manage deposits and foreign exchange rates.
In Egypt, the economy expanded with real GDP growth
estimated at 5.3% in 2018. The gains from the
structural developments over the past few years are
expected to further consolidate and have a positive
effect on the economy, with its hydrocarbon sector
bolstering fixed investment and exports.
In the UAE, the GDP growth rate is estimated at 2.8%
in 2018 as against 0.8% in 2017. While Abu Dhabi
benefitted by higher oil prices, Dubai growth is
estimated to have stagnated in 2018, impacted by
weak tourist flows, inflationary impact of VAT and
slowdown in consumer spending. Economic growth is
expected to improve in 2019 as the inflationary impact
of VAT fades and spending accelerates in preparation
for the 2020 Dubai Expo.

Financial Performance
(KD Millions)
Income Statement

2018

2017

Net Interest Income

121.8

112.4

Non-Interest Income

47.0

44.6

Operating Income

168.8

157.0

Operating Expenses

(65.1)

(59.2)

Operating Profit before Provisions

103.7

97.8

Provisions/Impairment Losses

(56.2)

(57.9)

Taxes, Directors’ Fees & Non-controlling interests

(5.4)

(4.2)

Net Profit

42.1

35.7

(KD Millions)
Financial Position

2018

2017

Total Assets

4,548

4,362

Net Loans & Advances

3,026

3,075

Total Liabilities

3,872

3,789

Customers’ Deposits

3,114

2,939

585

572

Equity attributable to shareholders of the Bank
AT1 perpetual bond
Key Performance Indicators

91

-

2018

2017

26

22

Return on Assets

0.95%

0.82%

Return on Equity

7.27%

6.32%

Pre Provision Income to Assets

2.33%

2.26%

Cost to Income Ratio

38.6%

37.7%

NPL Ratio

1.78%

1.67%

19.15%

17.23%

Earnings Per Share (in Fils)

Capital Adequacy Ratio
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued)
Income Statement
The Group has continued to deliver strong business
performance reflected by high earnings, operating
efficiencies & prudent balance sheet and risk
management strategies amid an increasingly
challenging operating environment and tighter
regulatory conditions.
Total operating income at KD 168.8 million registered
growth of 7.5% over 2017, reflecting improved
revenues under both interest income and non-interest
Income. Operating profit before provisions at KD
103.7 million was 6% higher than KD 97.8 million
recorded in 2017, driven by improved operating
revenues. Net profit for the year grew by 18.1% to KD
42.1 million.
Earnings per share rose to 26 fils from 22 fils; return
on average equity to 7.27% from 6.32%; Pre Provision
Income to Average Assets increased from 2.26% to
2.33%; while return on average assets grew to 0.95%
from 0.82%.
The key components of the Group results were:
Net Interest Income grew by 8.4% to KD 121.8 million
from KD 112.4 million in 2017. Prudent interest rate
and effective balance sheet management strategies
resulted in mitigating the impact of rising interest rate
environments both locally & internationally and
maintaining healthy net interest margins.
Non-interest income from core activities in the form
of fees & commissions and foreign exchange gains
remained stable in 2018. Overall non interest income
grew by 5.4% to KD 47 million from KD 44.6 million in
2017 primarily driven by higher forex, corporate
finance and investment incomes in 2018.
Operating expenses at KD 65.1 million were higher by
10% compared to 2017 on higher staff and other
operating costs. The cost to income ratio was slightly
higher at 38.6% compared to 37.7% in 2017 as the
Group continued to invest in developing its work force
and technology infrastructure.
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Provisions/impairment losses for the year amounted
to KD 56.2 million as the Group continued its
conservative policy on provisions. Higher recoveries
during 2018 resulted in a provision charge marginally
lower than in 2017. Provision charge for 2018 as per
CBK instructions were higher than the expected credit
losses (ECL) requirements under IFRS 9 as per CBK
guidelines.

Financial Position
The Group’s consolidated total assets at KD 4.5 billion
grew by 4.3% over 2017; net loans and advances
decreased KD 49 million to KD 3.03 billion.
Group’s regional expansion is part of the Bank’s
growth and diversification strategy, leveraging on
business synergies and regional trade flows. The
Group’s expansion of business in Egypt has contributed
to improving its assets distribution profile and revenue
streams geographically and overseas locations now
contribute 22% of its assets and 20% of operating
profits.
Overall, asset quality trend was satisfactory, with NPL
level contained at 1.78%. As of 31 December 2018 the
total accumulated provisions for loans and advances
amounted to KD 254.8 million (7.8% of gross loans),
reflecting an NPL coverage ratio of 392%, providing
reasonable cushion for contingencies. The ECL on
credit facilities determined under IFRS 9 CBK guidelines
at KD 186.5 million was lower than the provisions of
KD 254.8 million as per CBK instructions.
The Group maintained its conservative balance sheet
structure, with lending funded by customer deposits
and debt securities diversifying the funding mix by
reducing reliance on deposits from banks and financial
institutions. This has enabled the Group to successfully
extend the maturity profile of its liabilities. As a result,
the Group was well positioned to meet the Net Stable
Funding Requirement (NSFR) that came into effect
from 1st January 2018.
Dividends
Continuing its track record of consistent dividend
payments from profits, the Group proposes to pay
shareholders a cash dividend of 14 fils per share
representing a dividend payout ratio of 54%.
Capital Management
The Group remains strongly capitalized with Basel III
Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio of 15.4% and a
total capital adequacy ratio of 19.15%, well positioned
for growth and expansion opportunities. During 2018,
the Bank issued US$ 300 million of Additional Tier 1
perpetual bond to strengthen its capital ratios. The
bond carries a coupon of 7.25% reset at five-year
intervals and is redeemable at the option of the Bank
after the first call date of 26 September 2023. The
Group’s capital and leverage ratios compare well with
peers.

Corporate Banking Division (CBD)
During the year, CBD continued its active support
towards Kuwait’s long-term development plan. The
Bank’s participation included arranging or co-arranging
finance for some of the region’s largest Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) projects, as well as significant
contracts for roads and public infrastructure, oil
industry infrastructure, and healthcare facilities.
Major highlights for 2018 included:
• Lead manager for funding for the construction
of New Jahra Hospital
• Arranging finance for flowlines in North Kuwait
for the Kuwait Oil Company
• Arranging finance for many crucial road and
infrastructure improvements in Kuwait City,
including bridges, storm drainage and sewers
• Co-arranging funding for construction, operations
and maintenance of the Az-Zour Power PlantPhase I
• One of three mandated lead arrangers (MLA)s for
the Um Al Hayman project, the largest
wastewater PPP project in the region
• Joint MLA to syndicate a funding request to
support working capital needs for the GCC
operations of Daewoo E&C, one of the world’s
largest contracting companies with a diversified
portfolio of major construction projects across
the region
Retail Banking Division (RBD)
Digital Banking
• Launched Global View, unlimited statements and
the instant payment transfer services
• Introduced Chat and WhatsApp customer
communication channels
• Improved digital selling services through ATM
targeted advertising, as well as mobile and
eBanking lead generation
• Launched 24*7 Cheque Deposit services on key
ATMs

Card Services and Point of Sale
• Improved online shopping security by extending
ABK SecurePay services for Mastercard Gold and
Freedom Prepaid
• Introduced Mastercard Paypass near-field
communication (NFC) technology
• Installed 1500+ new point-of-sale (POS) machines
ranking ABK the 3rd largest acquirer in the
market and added over 500 new merchants to
enhance customer convenience and ABK service
availability
• Held ABK’s largest summer campaign, 6 Million
Emirates Skywards Miles for 120 winners
• Instant issuance for cards now supported across 6
branches in Kuwait
Marketing & Products
• Attracted 5,000 new salary customers through
ABK’s refreshed salary transfer program
• ABK’s Social Media network has now passed
100,000 followers, allowing ABK to reach out to
tomorrow’s Generation Y banking customers
• Introduced digital marketing screens across 50%
of the branch network
Service Quality
• Enhanced the provision of customer service such
as cardless cash withdrawals and Face ID
technology
• Implemented a live queuing monitoring system in
all ABK branches to reduce customer waiting
times
• Managing customer experience through
Automated Alert emails which are sent to the
branches directly if there is a customer waiting &
exceeding the service level agreement
• Implemented the ISO 9001:2015 Quality
Management System

Lending & Collection
• Reduced non-performing loan ratio (NPLs)
by 2.5% over 2017
• Automated 25 back-office processes to simplify
operations and enhance efficiency
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued)
International Banking Division (IBD)
IBD performed consistently well during the year,
continuing its policy of prudent but dynamic
investment in international markets, guided by the
Board and in line with the Bank’s overall approach.
Financial Institutions Group (FIG) and the UAE
branches both performed well against some difficult
economic headwinds. FIG comprised mostly of
exposures to various financial institutions in multiple,
global geographies.
As the bank’s risk appetite is dynamic there were
reductions in certain geographies perceived to be of a
higher risk, and these were replaced with other
countries. The portfolio performed well and the
portfolio quality is excellent.
ABK officially opened its DIFC branch in 2018. The
DIFC not only holds Corporate Finance capabilities but
will be pivotal in the efficient management of capital
while also serving as a booking office for the Group’s
foreign currency exposures.
Treasury & Investments Division (TID)
TID offers the highest level of service from a dedicated
professional team with a deep understanding of the
local, regional, and global financial markets, and
provides a wide range of products to efficiently
manage Treasury’s risk and hedging requirements.
The Group’s current investment portfolio comprises
mainly of low risk and liquid regional bonds, providing
steady return and additional liquidity buffer when
required.
During 2018, TID coordinated the issuance of a
USD 300 million Additional Tier 1 Bond, making it the
first international capital markets issuance out of
Kuwait in 2018. The deal received solid international
demand from Investors in the MENA region, UK,
Europe and Asia, closing in an order book twice
oversubscribed.
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Human Resources Division (HRD)
HRD maintained its focus of developing ABK’s talent
pool and investment in HR-related technology to
create efficiencies and simplify processes. Investment
in training programmes and skills development
continued to be prioritised, particularly initiatives
designed to support and engage with Kuwait’s youth.
Major achievements during 2018 included:
• Launching the Young Kuwaiti Development
empowerment programme to “fast-track”
management talent in support of Central Bank
directives to improve the Kuwaitization ratio
among top management levels
• Introducing new HR core systems, based on
values of “Simplicity” and “Excellence”, to support
initiatives across the group such as recruitment,
onboarding, performance management, and
succession planning
• Partnered with educational institutes to deliver
school and college-based ABK-hosted leadership
programs
• Continuing to lead the annual industry-wide
Kuwait Banking Association Salary & HR Practices
Survey to ensure that ABK’s compensation
policies are in line with market best practice

Information Technology Division (ITD)
ITD made substantial progress in a number of areas
over the course of 2018, successfully introducing a
number of systems refinements and innovations to
support the Bank’s operational growth.
Key achievements included:
• The launch of a three-year digital strategic
initiative to ensure the Bank continues to
maintain its position as a leader in innovation
and use of information technology and continues
to enhance the customer banking experience.
The new strategy incorporates the latest banking
technological products relating to artificial
intelligence and automation, big-data and
block-chain, and cloud and cyber-security
• The successful launch of new internet and mobile
banking initiatives, including:
• A new “Global View” platform which allows
ABK customers across Kuwait, UAE and Egypt
to view accounts online through a single log-in
• Provision of online statements back to the
date of account opening
• Card-less cash and instant pay services using
ABK’s Mobile App and Online Banking
• Completion of code unifications for ABK group
entities (Kuwait and UAE) for Core Banking which
allows for seamless banking for customers
• Successful introduction of Robotic Process
Automation for a number of repetitive
functions in the bank, allowing greater accuracy
and systems’ efficiency
• Signed agreement with Ripple for Block Chain
Technology for payments
• Increase of 50% in customer use of ABK’s online
banking services over the year
• Increase in the levels of Straight Through
Processing to over 85%
Operations
Rapid progress was made during 2018 in optimising
the capabilities of the new Core Banking System,
which was launched in 2017.

Anti-Money Laundering & Combating the Financing
of Terrorism (AML & CFT)
The Group is fully compliant with Anti-Money
Laundering (AML) & Combating the Financing of
Terrorism (CFT) laws and regulations set by the Central
Bank of Kuwait, Central Bank of the UAE, Central Bank
of Egypt, and Dubai Financial Service Authority (DFSA),
where the bank’s branch in the DIFC follows the Group
AML & CFT policies and procedures.
The AML & CFT Unit is a dedicated and independent
unit that reports directly to the Chairman.
The unit presents regular AML & CFT reports to the
Board of Directors and its committees covering all
AML & CFT activities , any suspicious financial activities
are reported to the Kuwait Financial Intelligence Unit
of the Ministry of Finance and the other relevant
authorities in each jurisdiction.
The Group’s Internal Audit Division, Risk Management
Division, and External Auditors also assess the
adequacy of AML & CFT Program to ensure it is current
and robust. The Group regularly provides specialized
training programs to staff, Management and the
Board of Directors to keep them up to date on
measures and regulations regarding AML & CFT.
FATCA and CRS
ABK Group complies with the international agreements
signed between the various countries in which it
operates and with the US Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) and the participant countries in the Common
Reporting Standards (CRS) Agreement with respect to
the exchange of taxation information and the
resolutions that regulate such agreements issued by
the Kuwaiti Ministry of Finance, the UAE Central Bank
and the Central Bank of Egypt.
The applicable policies and forms of the Group are
updated to comply with the regulatory requirements.
The Bank appoints External Auditors approved by the
Ministry of Finance to routinely conduct periodical
reviews to ensure compliance with FATCA and CRS
across the Bank’s branches and subsidiaries.

Key highlights included:
• Centralization of retail transactions
• Realigning Operations with the business
segments for improved services to customers
• Significant improvements in productivity and cost
optimization
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued)
Risk Management Division (RMD)
RMD is an independent function operating at Group
level. The Division reviews and monitors the Bank’s
operations to maximise sustained risk-adjusted
returns within the Bank’s risk appetite.
Key highlights of major functions overseen by RMD in
2018 include:
• Ongoing improvements to the Credit Risk
framework in response to changes in the market
environment
• Enhancing the models for computing the
Pillar II - Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment
Process with reference to global regulatory and
market-specific changes
• Strengthening credit risk framework and
reviewing lending strategy in overseas branches
in line with changing market dynamics
• Establishing a risk management framework for
the new ABK branch in DIFC, including an
effective risk governance monitoring framework
• Adopting International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) 9 across the Group, including
overseas branches and subsidiaries
• Constant review and updating of information
technology (IT) infrastructure to minimize
internal and external cyber threats

Internal Audit Division (IAD)
The primary role of IAD is to evaluate and improve the
effectiveness of ABK’s risk management, control, and
governance processes. In line with the strategic
initiatives during the year, the continuous auditing
initiative was increased across the group in an effort
to raise control-related issues outside the routine
audit cycle. IAD continues to coordinate with other
assurance providers, to introduce synergies in the
overall efforts of the second and third lines of defense,
while maintaining their objectivity and independence.
Private Banking & Wealth Management Division
In the last quarter of 2018, ABK set up a Private
Banking Division with a fully independent structure
to better focus on its Private Banking and institutional
clients. The structure comprises of:
• Wealth Management (Ahli Capital)
• Private Banking
• Institutional Clients
Private Banking was delinked from Retail Banking and
integrated with Wealth Management. A seasoned
banker was employed during 2018 as the General
Manager of Private Banking & Wealth Management.
Ahli Capital Investment Company
In 2018, Ahli Capital Investment Company’s focus was
to launch new products that would strengthen its’
portfolio solutions as well offer new investment
opportunities for clients.
Ahli Capital partnered with Blackrock, the world’s
largest asset manager, to introduce Ahli International
Multi - Asset Holding Fund. This fund invests globally
and has been structured and set up under the
regulations of the Capital Markets Authority (CMA) of
Kuwait. This is an ideal solution for clients who wish to
invest globally with a low subscription value.
Ahli Capital also welcomed a business relationship
with All Funds Bank with a view to provide a more
flexible and wider range of investments as part of its
portfolio solutions.
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ABK-Egypt: 2018 Key Highlights
ABK-Egypt had a solid performance in 2018. Total
Assets were up by 32%; Loans and Advances up by
44%; Customer Deposits up by 34%; and Operating
Revenues up by 33%.
ABK-Egypt was recognized by the International
Finance Magazine (IFM) as the Fastest Growing Bank
in Egypt as well as the Most Innovative Bank in Egypt.
The CEO & Managing Director of ABK-Egypt, Mr.
Khaled El Salawy was also awarded Banker of the Year
2018 by Banker Middle East.
Corporate Banking Division (CBD)
CBD increased its Corporate Loans Portfolio by 32 per
cent to reach EGP 10.2 Bn. The Corporate portfolio
grew by 70 new clients with Total Limits of EGP 5.6 Bn
in 2018. Corporate loans made up 63 per cent of the
total Bank loans.
Retail Banking Division (RBD)
RBD focused on consumer needs and embarked on a
set of product and service initiatives that positioned
ABK as a bank of choice amongst target consumers.
These include:
• Auto Loans
• Fully Secured Loans in Local and Foreign currency
for small sized companies
• Dedicated loan programs for specific segments
• The strategic launch of 3D Secured Service online
• Highly secure second-factor authentication for
monetary transactions with the ABK-Egypt Token
• New Automated Phone Banking Services using
Debit/Credit Card and Telephone PIN
• SMS & email alerts for cash deposits &
withdrawals
• Enriched and revamped ATM platforms enabled to
accept cash deposits
Treasury
• Treasury increased EGP denominated fixed income
portfolio by almost 70%
• Established a government debt portfolio in Foreign
Currency
Small Medium Enterprises (SME)
• In an attempt to further support the SME sector in
Egypt, and in line with Central Bank of Egypt’s
SME’s initiative, ABK-Egypt launched a specialized
SME credit program in June 2018, targeting small
companies with sales turnover up to EGP 50 MM.
A speedy approval process and a special rate of 5%
was offered to clients
• Total number of SME clients reached 155 in 2018
with total utilization reaching EGP644 MM vs EGP
185 MM in 2017

Financial Institutions (FI’s)
In 2018, FI’s acted as a pivotal function for managing
business relationships with Banks and Financial
Institutions worldwide, offering a broad range of
individually tailored products and financial services
designed to meet clients’ business needs and
capitalizing on a well-diversified global network of
correspondent banks.
In 2018 the Assets and Liabilities portfolios reached
EGP 280 MM in loans and EGP 668 MM Total Deposits.
Information Technology Division (ITD)
ABK-Egypt enhanced its technology to improve
customer facing and back-office services in line with
the Bank’s promise to provide Simpler Banking
solutions. These included:
• Secured Payroll Files Exchange Solution that
electronically and remotely delivers customers’
Payroll files for processing
• Business Service Desk System to handle customer
requests internally, providing flexibility for
tracking and applying Service Level Agreements
• Process automation across multiple business
areas to boost productivity
• In-house developed centralised repository for
registering and tracking Legal cases with
automated SMS and E-Mail notifications
• New Centralized Security Operation Center Unit
responsible for monitoring and analyzing security
posture assuring customers data security
Marketing
A number of product campaigns were launched during
2018. ABK-Egypt launched its first mega brand
campaign capitalizing on customer insights to elevate
brand awareness, enhance brand consideration, and
position ABK as a brand of choice. The campaign ran
through the months of March, April and May and
resulted in very positive publicity and engagement
levels on ATL channels and on social media.
Corporate Social Responsibilty (CSR)
In addition to the CSR listed in the Group’s CSR booklet,
ABK-Egypt contributed to Tahya Misr Fund* with a
donation of EGP 10 Million, directed towards
developing radical solutions to combat health issues
in Upper Egypt.
* (Tahya Misr Fund was established in 2014 under the
auspices of the Presidency to implement national
development projects that impact the lives of large
groups of Egyptians.)
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued)
Outlook & Strategy
Over the year, Kuwait’s banking sector benefitted
from improving oil prices, increasing numbers of
government-driven infrastructure projects, improved
consumer confidence and the resulting growth in
Kuwait’s economy. On-going capital markets reform
and cautious easing of loan-provision regulations by
the Central Bank of Kuwait have also served to
stimulate the sector. As a result, Kuwait’s banks
maintained the progress seen in 2017, with income
growth combining with consistently lower NPLs and
robust positions in capital and liquidity.
However, the market overall remains extremely
competitive, with an unrelenting global focus on
digitisation and new technology. Customers are
increasingly sophisticated in their banking needs,
looking for convenience through digital banking
solutions in addition to a flexible and integrated
branch environment.

ABK’s Strategic Priorities for 2019
To address these challenges, ABK has set itself four
strategic priorities over the year:
• To continue its commitment to “Simpler Banking”
through simpler, faster banking solutions. These
will be delivered through further service
improvements, such as reducing branch waiting
times and faster account opening and card
delivery, to increase convenience without
compromising excellence or quality
• To invest in training to build additional flexibility
and more “solidarity” into the Bank’s internal
business culture, so that it is fully optimised to
respond to the fast pace of change within the
sector
• To advance the Bank’s digital banking offer, which
is critical to its future growth. The Bank will
continue to invest in new technology to enhance
customer services, maintain its world-class level
of cyber-security, and improve back-office
efficiency through increased automation
• To maintain investment in local and regional
business initiatives; such as refining cross-border
services, streamlining processes and improved
integration to maximize opportunities and deliver
increased revenue. At the same time the Bank
will continue to consider new investment
opportunities, where they provide clear value to
the Bank’s operations
Underpinning ABK’s strategy for 2019 is its fundamental
commitment to openness and transparency in all its
business activities and to maintaining its position as
one of the region’s most reputable banks.
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“Simplicity and repose are the qualities that measure
the true value of any work of art.”
Frank Lloyd Wright (Architect)

“Simplicity is prerequisite for reliability.”
Edsger Dijkstra (Computer Scientist)

“Truth is ever to be found in the simplicity,
and not in the multiplicity and confusion of things.”
Isaac Newton (Philosopher)

“A vocabulary of truth and simplicity
will be of service throughout your life.”
Winston Churchill (Statesman)
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“Genius is making complex ideas simple,
not making simple ideas complex.”
Albert Einstein (Theoretical Physicist)

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Introduction
The foundation of ABK Group’s Corporate Governance
Framework is the commitment of its Board to set and
adhere to best practices in Corporate Governance and
assume accountability for ensuring ABK Group fulfils its
regulatory and statutory obligations in the jurisdictions in
which it operates.
The principal responsibility of the ABK Group Board is to
set and oversee the implementation of the Bank’s strategy
whilst ensuring Executive Management who are
responsible for the execution of the strategy remain
focused on long term profitable growth and sustainable
shareholder value.

Composition of ABK’s Group Board
ABK’s Group Board consists of 9 non-executive members
including its Chairman who were elected by the
shareholders in the General Assembly for a term of 3 years.
The summary biographies of the Board Members are
included under pages 4 and 5 of this report.
Structure of the Group Board
To discharge its responsibilities the Board has set up the
following Board committees whose authorities are defined
in their respective charters:
• Board Credit & Investment Committee (BC&IC)
• Board Corporate Governance Committee (BCGC)
• Board Audit Committee (BAC)
• Board Nomination and Remuneration Committee (BNRC)
• Board Risk Committee (BRC)
• Board Monitoring Committee (BMC)

The details of the meetings held by the ABK Group Board and its committees during 2018 together with member’s
attendance are outlined below:
AGM

BOD

Board Members
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BC&IC BCGC

BNRC

BRC

BMC

Number of Meetings and Attendance

Talal Mohamed Reza Yousef Behbehani – Chairman BOD

1/1

7/7

Salah Ahmed Al Serhan - Deputy Chairman BOD

1/1

7/7

Ali Ibrahim Hejji Hussain Marafi

1/1

6/7

Khalid Othman Abdul-Wahhab Al Othman

1/1

6/7

27/47

Khaled Abdullah Mohamed Al Meshari

1/1

6/7

34/47

Prasanna Dattatray Hardikar

1/1

6/7

Sulaiman Abdullah Sulaiman Al Muraikhi

1/1

6/7

Ali Mohammed Abdullah Al Shuraidah

1/1

6/7

Adel Ibrahim Yali Behbehani

1/1

7/7

Chairman of the committee

BAC

42/47

5/5
6/6
5/5

6/6
3/4

3/3

4/4
5/5
6/6

6/6

5/6

4/6

3/3

40/47

42/47

4/4

3/3

The key achievements of the committees during
2018 are as follows:
Board Credit & Investment Committee (BC&IC)
During 2018, BC&IC met 47 times to review, approve
and/or recommend (i) credit facilities for customer’s
whose limits exceed the approval authority of the
management credit committee (ii) credit and
investment policy to the Board for approval and (iii)
non-performing credits.
Board Corporate Governance Committee (BCGC)
During 2018, BCGC met 5 times to review, approve
and/or recommend (i) Committee Charters, Manuals,
Procedures and Framework and (ii) Results of the
inspection carried out by Central Bank of Kuwait.
Board Audit Committee (BAC)
During 2018, BAC met 6 times to review, approve and/
or recommend the (i) Interim and annual financial
statements including adequacy of provisions and
estimates (ii) External auditors’ scope, independence
and performance (iii) Internal controls external
reviewers’ report (iv) Internal audit plan and activities
(v) Regulatory inspection updates and (vi) Quarterly
Central Bank of Kuwait mandated Consumer &
Installment Loan review report.
Board Nomination & Remuneration
Committee (BNRC)
During 2018, BNRC met 4 times to review, approve
and/or recommend the (i) HRD policies (ii) Succession
Plans (iii) Health Insurance Contracts and (iv) Senior
Position Recruitments.
Board Risk Committee (BRC)
During 2018, BRC met 6 times to review, approve
and/or recommend (i)Risk Policies, charters, models
and framework (ii)Risk appetite statement, framework
and authority matrix (iii) Limits for financial
institutions and banks (iv) Quarterly ICAAP
submissions (v) Non-performing credits and (vi) Risk
management activities.

Board Monitoring Committee (BMC)
BMC is a non-executive committee established in
August 2018 that met 3 times to monitor the progress
of ABK’s UAE branches inclusive of DIFC branch against
(i) BOD approved business and operating strategies
and risk appetite and (ii) adherence to applicable
regulatory and statutory obligations and ABK’s
Memorandum and Articles of Association.
The Chairman of ABK Group’s Board of Directors
regularly follows up the work of the Committees on a
continuous basis to ensure their assigned duties are
performed and also to obtain follow-up reports. The
existence of the Board Committees does not exempt
the Board from assuming direct responsibility for all
matters relating to the Group.
ABK Group Board is further supported by Independent
Boards in its two subsidiaries, Ahli Investment and
Capital Company and Ahli Bank of Kuwait - Egypt (ABKEgypt) who in turn are supported by their Board
Committees.
Board Assessment of Corporate Governance
Instructions and Internal Control Systems
ABK Group Board confirms its compliance with the
provisions of Central Bank of Kuwait’s Corporate
Governance instructions and affirms the existing
Internal Control Framework is operating as intended.
Furthermore an Annual Internal Control Review was
conducted in 2018 by an External Audit firm in line
with Central Bank of Kuwait’s instructions. This review
did not highlight any matters of concerns on the
existing Corporate Governance and Internal Control
frameworks operating at ABK. The independent
external auditor’s statement and acknowledgement of
the adequacy of ABK Group’s Internal control systems
is as follows:
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (continued)
External Auditor’s Statement and Acknowledgement
of the Adequacy of Internal Control Systems

Opinion Letter
The Board of Directors
Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait
P.O Box: 1387,
Safat 13014
Kuwait,
20 June, 2018
Dear Sirs,

Report on Accounting and Other Records
and Internal Control Systems
In accordance with our letter of engagement dated 5
February 2018, we have examined the accounting and
other records and internal control systems of Al Ahli
Bank of Kuwait K.S.C.P. (“the bank”), its branches in
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and the following
subsidiaries of the bank (hereafter collectively referred
to as “the group”) for the year ended 31 December
2017:
• Ahli Capital Investment Company K.S.C (Closed)
• Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait – Egypt S.A.E
We covered the following processes of the Bank:
Corporate Governance; Finance; Treasury; Human
Resources; Investments; Information Technology;
International Banking; Internal Audit; Retail Banking;
Legal; Credit Control; Anti-Money Laundering/
Combatting the Financing of Terrorism and FATCA;
Corporate
Banking;
Compliance;
Corporate
Communication; Board Affairs; UAE Branches;
Enterprise Program Management Office; Operations;
Facilities Management: Trade Finance; Complaints &
Customer Protection; Risk Management; and,
Strategic Planning unit.
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Our examination has been carried out as per the
requirements of the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK)
circular dated 17 January 2018 considering the
requirements contained in the Manual of General
Directives issued by the CBK on 14 November 1996,
Pillar IV of corporate governance instructions in
respect of risk management and internal controls
issued by the CBK on 20 June 2012, instructions dated
23 July 2013 concerning anti money laundering and
combating financing of terrorism and the related
instructions, instructions dated 9 February 2012
regarding confidentiality of customer’s information,
financial securities activities and instructions regarding
internal controls with respect to prevention and
reporting of fraud and embezzlement cases.
As members of the Board of Directors of the Bank, you
are responsible for establishing and maintaining
adequate accounting and other records and internal
control systems, taking into consideration the
expected benefits and relative costs of establishing
such systems and complying with the requirements
contained in the CBK instructions mentioned in the
above paragraph.

The objective of this report is to provide reasonable,
but not absolute, assurance on the extent to which
the adopted procedures and systems are adequate to
safeguard the assets against loss from unauthorized
use or disposition; that key risks are properly
monitored and evaluated; that transactions are
executed in accordance with established authorization
procedures and are recorded properly; and to enable
you to conduct the business in a prudent manner.
Because of inherent limitations in internal control
system, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur
and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation
of the systems to future periods is subject to the risk
that management information and control procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions or that the degree of compliance with
those procedures may deteriorate.

With the exception of the matters set out in the report
submitted to the Board of Directors of the Bank, and
having regard to the nature and volumes of the
Group’s operations, during the year ended 31
December 2017, and the materiality and risk rating of
our findings, we report that:
a) The accounting and other records and internal
control systems of the Group were established
and maintained in accordance with the
requirements of the Manual of General Directives
issued by the CBK on 14 November 1996 and
letter issued by CBK on 17 January 2018,
b) The findings raised in the examination and
assessment of the internal controls do not have a
material impact on the fair presentation of the
financial statements of the Group for the year
ended 31 December 2017, and
c) The actions taken by the Group to address the
findings referred in the report, including previous
years’ findings, are satisfactory.

Yours faithfully,

____________________
Faisal Saqer Al Saqer
License No. 172 (A)
Protiviti Member Firm Kuwait WLL
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (continued)
Executive Management
The qualifications of ABK Group Executive Management team are included on pages 6 and 7 of this Annual
Report.
Major Shareholders
ABK Group’s shareholders that directly own or have control of 5 per cent or more of the Group’s share capital as
on 31st December 2018 are outlined below.
Name of Shareholder

Number of Shares

% of Issued Capital

Kuwait Investment Co - Customers' Account

162,845,151

10.057

Behbehani Telecommunications Co

153,713,589

9.493

Wafra International Investment Co - Customers' Account 2

147,717,783

9.123

Behbehani Investment Co (Direct & Indirect)

142,231,502

8.784

Ali Murad Yousuf Behbehani

103,580,223

6.397

Heirs of Mohamed Saleh Yousuf Behbehani

102,807,835

6.349

ABK Group confirms that there is no arrangement known to the Group which may at a subsequent date result in
a change in control of ABK Group.
Risk Management, Internal Controls & Remuneration
ABK Group has an independent Risk Management function head by a Group Chief Risk Officer who reports
directly to the Chairman of the Board Risk Committee and has unrestricted access to ABK’s Group Board.
ABK’s Group Board has also approved an organisational structure aligned with the business and activities of the
Group to ensure controls necessary for executing the strategy are in place.
These controls include establishing objectives for each business unit, setting out tasks and responsibilities,
identifying authorities and communication lines for administrative officers at all levels to achieve dual control
and the segregation of responsibilities to avoid conflict and operational risks.
These controls are guided by the policy and procedure manuals for processing and monitoring operations,
together with job descriptions for different job titles, including the necessary qualifications and experience.
ABK Group Board ensures the objectivity and independence of the Group Internal Audit function headed by the
Group Chief Internal Auditor remains unimpaired at all times.
Furthermore, ABK Group Board recognises Internal and External Audit as crucial supervisory tools and views
their reports as independent review of the information submitted by Executive Management together with the
Internal Control and Corporate Governance framework of the Group.
Risk Management and Internal control arrangements at ABK Group are supplemented by a Group Board approved
Remuneration policy designed to:
(1) Incorporate all aspects and components of financial remuneration;
(2) Align with the Bank’s strategic objectives, risk appetite and long term risk strategy;
(3) Align with financial performance and promote sustained profitability;
(4) Maintain highly qualified, skilled and knowledgeable professionals across the group;
(5) Maintain sound remuneration governance, disclosure and transparency; and
(6) Comply with regulatory requirements in the jurisdictions in which it operates.
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The Remuneration policy considers all aspects and
components of financial remuneration which is
underpinned by two key components that constitute
the total reward payable as follows:
• Fixed Remuneration: (salaries, allowances etc)
which covers the following:
• Salary such as basic, annual fixed bonus and
• Allowances for Kuwaiti staff, Indemnity
Entitlement Policy, Travel Allowance or
Employee Loan etc.
Salaries are contractually agreed amounts that
compensate employees for the skills, competencies
and experience used in performing their role. Salaries
are reviewed annually and take account of the total
reward package, market conditions and individual,
divisional and Group wide risk adjusted performance.
• Variable Remuneration: This represents
performance-based bonuses and covers the
following:
• Variable cash bonus and
• Long Term Retention Plan, and application of
the Malus/Claw back mechanism.
Variable remuneration is designed to motivate and
reward high performers in the Group’s overall risk
framework. Variable remuneration is allocated to
individuals depending upon individual, divisional and
Group performance, using a performance assessment
system.

The Board Nomination & Remuneration Committee
(BNRC) plays a key role in ensuring the overall
remuneration payout and practices are both
competitive and within the overall appetite of the
Group Board. BNRC discharges this responsibility by:
(1) Reviewing and recommending for approval the
remuneration policy and related policies to the
Group Board;
(2) Reviewing and recommending to the Group
Board the remuneration of the Group Chief
Executive Officer, Deputy Chief General Manager
and Board Secretary;
(3) Review along with BRC, the ex-ante & ex-post
performance measures and recommend the
same to the Group Board;
(4) At the completion of each performance period,
review performance vis-à-vis the targets on
ex-ante performance measures and determine
the amount of the bonus pool;
(5) Review performance vis-à-vis the targets on
ex-post performance measures and determine
whether the Malus/Clawback clause needs to be
applied to the long-term retention plan.
Remuneration Disclosure
Directors’ fees for 2018 amounted to KD 593 thousand. The total remuneration paid to the top five executives and the Group Chief Risk Officer, Group Chief
Financial Officer and Group Chief Internal Auditor for
the year ended 31st December 2018, amounted to KD
2,341 thousand.
Details of the remuneration paid to different executive
categories for 2018 are set out below:

Amounts in (KD 000)
No. of Staff

Fixed Salaries and
Other Benefits

Performance
Based Payouts

Total

Senior Management*

18

1,462

599

2,061

Material Risk Takers**

30

2,541

998

3,539

Financial and Risk Control
Staff ***

13

951

378

1,329

Total

61

4,954

1,975

6,929

2018

* Senior Management includes all those executive positions whose appointment is subject to approval by the
regulatory authorities and/or are part of ABK management at Assistant General Manager grade and above
(excluding the material risk takers and financial & risk control staff).
** Material risk takers are those executives whose activities have a material impact on the risk profile of the
Group.
*** Financial and risk control staff comprise of executives from the Risk, Audit and Finance functions at Assistant
General Manager Grade and above.
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“Truth is ever to be found in the simplicity,
and not in the multiplicity and
confusion of things.”
Isaac Newton (Philosopher)

RISK MANAGEMENT
THE GROUP STRUCTURE
The Group structure consists of Al Ahli Bank of
Kuwait K.S.C.P. (“the Bank”) and its wholly-owned
subsidiaries, Ahli Capital Investment Company
K.S.C.C (“the Subsidiary”) and Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait
- Egypt (together “the Group”) which are engaged in
commercial banking activities of corporate banking,
retail banking, international banking, treasury services
and investment activities and advisory services. The
Bank also has a significant investment in Credit One
Kuwait Holding Company K.S.C.C, which is classified as
an associate and is also located in Kuwait.
PILLAR III DISCLOSURES
Under the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) Basel III
guidelines, banks are required to follow a standardised
approach for the Pillar I minimum Capital Requirement
calculation. The Central Bank of Kuwait also issued
guidelines in June 2009 for the Internal Capital
Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAPP) under the
Pillar II supervisory review process.
The Group has adopted these guidelines in its capital
adequacy assessment and management of all material
risks covered under Pillar I and Pillar II.
The major highlights of these regulations are:
• Banks must maintain a capital adequacy ratio at a
minimum of 13.5 per cent (including D-SIB)
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• Banks have to adopt the Standardised Approach
for implementing Basel III, using national discretion
for:
• Adopting Option II for bank exposures
• Adopting the top three rating agencies as
External Credit Assessment Institutions, and
• Defining SME (Small & medium enterprises) as
the maximum aggregate retail exposure limit to
one SME or to any group of SMEs not exceeding
KD 250,000 based on Circular (SBI/101/1995)
• The Bank’s external auditors must audit the annual
capital adequacy returns
• The Bank must conduct an Internal Capital
assessment for all material risks (Pillar II risks)
under ICAAP. These risks include credit
concentration risk, Credit Risk Mitigation (CRM)
risks, remained operation risk, legal risk, interest
rate risk, liquidity risk, strategic risk, reputation
risk etc.
• The Bank must conduct forward looking stress
testing under different scenarios and assess the
impact on capital adequacy and profitability
Under the Capital Adequacy framework, the Bank
must provide timely, accurate, relevant and adequate
disclosures of qualitative and quantitative information
that enable users to assess its activities and risk
profile. The following public disclosures are made in
line with the requirements of the Central Bank of
Kuwait.

Subsidiaries and Significant Investments
The Bank has a wholly-owned subsidiary company, Ahli Capital Investment Company K.S.C.C. The Subsidiary is
engaged in investment management and advisory activities and comes under the supervision of the Capital
Market Authority. The Bank also has a significant investment in Credit One Investment & Holding Co. and
classifies the same as an associate. The amount invested in the associate is below the threshold deduction limit
of the Bank’s common equity tier one and hence has not been deducted for the calculation of common equity
tier one and so has been risk weighted at 250 per cent.
The Bank has also a majority owned (98.6%) subsidiary bank in Egypt with a full-fledged retail and corporate
banking activities within Egypt. This bank was acquired in Nov. 2015 and is operating with the name of Al Ahli
Bank of Kuwait - Egypt (“ABKE”) and is subject to regulatory jurisdiction of that country.
Risk exposures and capital management in the Group are performed at consolidated level. However, the
subsidiaries also perform their own separate capital adequacy assessment to determine their capital adequacy
levels individually on a standalone basis.
CAPITAL STRUCTURE
The capital structure of the Group consists of Common Equity Tier I, Additional Tier I capital (paid-up equity
capital and reserves, including fair value reserves) and Tier II capital, which includes general provision (subject
to maximum of 1.25 per cent of total credit risk weighted assets).
Capital Structure

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

Paid-up share capital/common stock

161,917

161,917

Reserves

405,885

396,148

(5,053)

(5,053)

(16,865)

(17,294)

Defined benefit pension fund liabilities

(131)

(277)

Threshold Deductions arising from Investments in FIs where ownership is <= 10%

-

-

Less:
Treasury Shares
Other Intangibles (except Mortgage Servicing Rights)

Common Equity Tier I

549,567

Additional Tier I

90,750

General provisions (subject to maximum of 1.25% of total credit risk weighted assets)

43,054

Threshold Deductions arising from Investments in FIs where ownership is <= 10%
Tier II
Total eligible capital after deductions

-

535,441
40,421
-

43,054

40,421

683,371

575,862

The authorised, issued and fully paid up common equity shares of the Group amount to KD 161,917 thousand,
comprised of 1,619,166,234 shares of 100 fils each. These shares are issued in compliance with Kuwaiti commercial
law for public shareholding companies. Discretionary dividend payments on these shares are subject to regulatory
approval. These shares are classified as share capital under the financial statements of the Group and have been
recognised as part of its Common Equity Tier 1 Capital.
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
CAPITAL STRUCTURE (continued)
Capital Adequacy
The Group’s capital management philosophy is aimed
at maintaining an optimum level of capital to enable it
to pursue strategies that build long-term shareholder
value, whilst always maintaining minimum Pillar I
capital requirements as well as meeting Pillar II capital
requirements. Pillar II capital which is the Group’s
internal estimate of the capital required to cover all its
material risks, including those which are not captured
under Pillar I capital, and include credit concentration
risk, interest rate risk in the banking book, liquidity
risk, legal risk, residual operational risk, strategic risk,
reputation risk, etc.
The objective is to maximise its return on capital and,
at the same time, maintain capital for unexpected
losses. The Group manages its capital in an integrated
manner with the aim of maintaining strong capital
ratios and high ratings. This calls for a balanced
approach of maintaining capital levels that are
sufficient to provide a high return to shareholders,

while meeting the requirements of regulators, rating
agencies and other stakeholders (including deposit
holders) whilst supporting future business growth.
The cost of capital, and its composition, is also taken
into consideration.
The Group has established an ICAAP framework which
entails:
• Incorporation of the business plan with a threeyear horizon for capital assessment
• Assessment and measurement of the material
risks in the Bank’s exposures as per Pillar I & II
guidelines
• Monitoring of risks against the risk limits
established
• Monitoring capital at Group level within the risk
appetite framework
• Stress testing on a Group-wide basis, to assess its
capital adequacy in case of adverse scenarios; and
• Periodic assessment and reporting of the ICAAP
results to the senior management and Board so
the appropriate remedial actions can be taken

ICAAP Framework of the Bank
Assumptions

Business Plans

Identiﬁcation of material risks
speciﬁc to business models

Internal capital model
to quantify risk

Additional capital required
for stress test

Projection of Pillar I & II CAR
on a three-year horizon

Development of speciﬁc
stress tests

Gross stress test

Management actions

Capital Adequacy Scoring Allocation Matrix
The Bank also conducts a self-assessment exercise to
assess inherent risk, as well as the strength of the
control framework over internal supervision, the risk
management system, infrastructure, other support
systems and governance.
The Bank manages the adequacy of its capital under
the following structures:
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Strategy

Net stress test

Capital Adequacy Planning Framework
The Group reviews the adequacy of its group
regulatory capital to support its current and future
activities on an ongoing basis for internal capital
management and regulatory reporting. Strategic
business objectives and future capital needs are
assessed within this framework. The Bank employs
capital rationing techniques to allocate capital for
each of the Bank’s business units through budgetary
planning process to optimise returns. An annual

budget plan provides an overall direction to individual
business units to estimate overall growth in assets and
its impact on the required regulatory capital. The Bank
ensures that capital ratios are maintained above the
regulatory minimum under Pillar I to meet Pillar II
requirements and certain stress conditions. Under the
terms of the framework, sources of future capital are
identified and plans put in place to raise and retain
capital.
The Bank plans its capital projections for a three-year
period to assess capital availability and adequacy
taking into account strategic business plans and other
initiatives considering the strategic business
environment and other factors in a three-year, forward
looking capital assessment process.
The annual dividend pay-out is prudently determined
and proposed by the Board of Directors, and
endeavours to meet shareholder expectations and
regulatory capital requirements.
The capital levels are monitored throughout the year
factoring the business plans and economic
environment to maintain capital adequacy at targeted
levels.
Sensitivity Analysis and Stress Testing
The Group has set up a structural programme for
stress testing in line with guidelines issued by Central
Bank of Kuwait whereby Risk Management, in
coordination with the business lines, identifies all the
material risk factors affecting the Bank’s operations.
Based on these risk factors, plausible stress scenarios
(mild, medium and severe) are designed and exposures
are stressed to assess the impact on the Bank’s capital
adequacy and profitability.
The Bank carries out sensitivity analysis on the
volatility of collateral, fair valuation reserves, possible
rating downgrades of borrowers/ guarantors and the
impact on profit. The Bank’s capital solvency is then
assessed and reported to the Board of Directors.
The Group also runs a forward looking stress testing
programme for capital management. This process is
performed every quarter to assess capital adequacy
and reported to the Board of Directors. Stress testing
is run at a consolidated group level to assess loss
impact on capital adequacy levels.

The stress testing programme covers the following
risk categories:
• Credit risk – default on loans provided to
counterparties, including financial institutions,
corporate and retail borrowers including
sensitivity analysis on the volatility of collateral,
fair valuation reserves, possible rating
downgrades of borrowers/guarantors
• Concentration risk – concentration in the form of
exposure towards individuals, or particular
industries/sectors, collateral or concentration in
countries or regions
• Interest rate risk – adverse changes in interest/
yield curve
• Market risk – adverse changes in prices of assets
and currencies and the effect of these market
changes on the portfolio of the Bank
• Liquidity risk deposit run off – reduction in credit
lines, non-availability of financing facilities,
Bank-specific and systemic liquidity shocks etc.
• Operational risk – operational losses & risk
categories as defined by Basel III
• Remained Operational risk - risks arising from
documentation and implementation of
contractual rights
• Credit Risk Mitigation (CRM) risk – collateral
values considered as CRM are stressed, taking
into consideration the decline in market values of
shares and real estate
• Legal risks – are stressed as part of the
operational risk scenario analysis
• Strategic risk & reputation risk – capital for
strategic risk and reputation risk is further
stressed under the mild, medium & severe
scenarios
For the purposes of stress testing, the Group
considers all portfolios and includes its:
• On-balance sheet positions in the banking and
trading books
• Off-balance sheet positions (commitments,
contingencies, derivative contracts etc.)
• Risk mitigants such as collateral values, values of
hedging instruments etc; and
• Exposures across geographies, sectors etc.
• Stress scenarios on operational risks
• Liquidity profiles and gaps
The Group has also instituted governance controls
over its capital adequacy and assessment process,
with independent reviews by Internal Audit for
compliance with policy and governance.
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
CAPITAL STRUCTURE (continued)
Composition Analysis
The consolidated composition of capital (Tier I and II) is analysed to ensure capital stability and reduce volatility
in the capital structure.
2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

1. Claims on sovereigns

2,620

4,909

2. Claims on public sector entities (PSEs)

5,610

4,046

28,192

31,708

266,728

249,613

78,814

73,847

2,606

2,431

63,197

53,827

447,767

420,381

Capital Adequacy (Required Capital)

3. Claims on banks
4. Claims on corporate
5. Regulatory retail exposures
6. Past due exposures
7. Other exposures
Total
Less: General provision in excess of 1.25% risk weighted assets

(22,174)

(21,189)

Net credit risk weighted exposure

425,593

399,192

423

177

37,873

35,152

Market risk exposure
Operational risk exposure
Grand Total

463,890

434,521

Tier I

17.94%

16.02%

CET 1

15.40%

16.02%

Total

19.15%

17.23%

Capital Adequacy Ratios:

The Capital Adequacy Ratios of banking subsidiary Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait - Egypt as at 31st December
2018 is 15.7%.
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Additional capital disclosures required by Basel III regulations are shown below:

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

Reference of the
Balance Sheet under
the Regulatory Scope
of Consolidation

Directly issued common share capital plus related stock
surplus

270,814

270,814

c+d

Retained earnings

156,579

144,310

f

Accumulated other comprehensive income (and other
reserves)

162,594

162,216

Directly issued capital subject to phase out from CET 1
(only applicable to non -Joint Stock Companies)

-

Common Disclosure (Component of Regulatory Capital
Reported by Bank)

Common Equity Tier 1 Capital: Instruments and Reserves

Common share capital issued by subsidiaries and held by
third parties (minority interest)
Common Equity Tier 1 Capital Before Regulatory
Adjustments

302

-

590,289

577,340

(22,487)

(19,275)

Common Equity Tier 1 Capital: Regulatory Adjustments
Dividends
Goodwill (net of related tax liability)
Other intangibles other than mortgage- servicing rights
(net of related tax liability)

(13,052)

(17,294)

Deferred tax assets that rely on future profitability
excluding those arising from temporary differences

-

-

Cash- flow hedge reserve

-

-

Shortfall of provisions to expected losses

-

-

Securitization gain on sale

-

-

Gain and losses due to changes in own credit risk on fair
valued liabilities

-

-

Defined-benefit pension fund net assets

(131)

(277)

(5,053)

(5,053)

Investments in own shares (if not netted off paid-in
capital on reported balance sheet)
Reciprocal cross- holdings in common equity of banks,
FIs, and insurance entities

-

g

e

-
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
CAPITAL STRUCTURE (continued)
Composition Analysis (continued)
Common Disclosure (Component of Regulatory Capital
Reported by Bank)

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

Investments in the capital of banking, financial and
insurance entities that are outside the scope of regulatory
consolidation, net of eligible short positions, where the
bank does not own more than 10% of the issued share
capital (amount above 10% threshold of bank’s CET 1
capital)

-

-

Significant investments in the common stock of banking,
financial and insurance entities that are outside the
scope of regulatory consolidation, net of eligible short
positions (amount above 10% threshold of bank’s CET 1
capital)

-

-

Mortgage servicing rights (amount above 10% threshold
of bank’s CET 1 capital)

-

-

Deferred tax assets arising from temporary differences
(amount above 10% threshold, net of related tax
liability)

-

-

of which: significant investments in the
common stock of financials

-

-

of which: mortgage servicing rights

-

-

of which: deferred tax assets arising from
temporary differences

-

-

National specific regulatory adjustments

-

-

Regulatory adjustments applied to Common Equity Tier
1 due to insufficient Additional Tier 1 and Tier 2 to cover
deductions

-

-

Amount exceeding the 15% threshold

Total Regulatory Adjustments to Common Equity Tier 1

(40,723)

(41,899)

Common Equity Tier 1 capital (CET 1) After Regulatory
Adjustments

549,567

535,441

Additional Tier 1 Capital: Instruments
Directly issued qualifying Additional Tier 1 instruments
plus related stock surplus
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-

-

of which: classified as equity under applicable
accounting standards

-

-

of which: classified as liabilities under applicable
accounting standards

-

-

Reference of the
Balance Sheet under
the Regulatory Scope
of Consolidation

Common Disclosure (Component of Regulatory Capital
Reported by Bank)
Directly issued capital instruments subject to phase out
from Additional Tier 1
Additional Tier 1 instruments issued by subsidiaries and
held by third parties

2018
(KD 000)

90,750

2017
(KD 000)

-

-

-

-

-

Investments in own Additional Tier 1 instruments

-

-

Reciprocal cross-holdings in Additional Tier 1
instruments

-

-

Investments in the capital of banking, financial and
insurance entities that are outside the scope of
regulatory consolidation, net of eligible short
positions, where the bank does not own more
than 10% of the issued common share capital of
the entity

-

-

Significant investments in the capital of banking, financial
and insurance entities that are outside the scope of
regulatory consolidation

-

-

National specific regulatory adjustments

-

-

Regulatory adjustments applied to Additional Tier 1 due
to insufficient Tier 2 to cover deductions

-

-

Total regulatory adjustments to Additional Tier 1
capital

-

-

of which: instruments issued by subsidiaries
subject to phase-out

Reference of the
Balance Sheet under
the Regulatory Scope
of Consolidation

Additional Tier 1 Capital Before Regulatory Adjustments
Additional Tier 1 Capital: Regulatory Adjustments

Additional Tier 1 capital (AT1)

90,750

Tier 1 capital (T1 = CET1 + AT1)

640,317

535,441

Tier 2 Capital: Instruments and Provisions
Directly issued qualifying Tier 2 instruments plus related
stock surplus
Directly issued capital instruments subject to phase-out
from Tier 2

-

-

Tier 2 instruments issued by subsidiaries and held by
third parties

-

-

-

-

of which: instruments issued by subsidiaries subject
to phase-out
General Provisions included in Tier 2 capital

43,054

40,421
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
CAPITAL STRUCTURE (continued)
Composition Analysis (continued)

Common Disclosure (Component of Regulatory Capital
Reported by Bank)
Tier 2 Capital before regulatory adjustments

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

43,054

40,421

Tier 2 Capital: Regulatory Adjustments
Investments in own Tier 2 instruments

-

-

Reciprocal cross-holdings in Tier 2 instruments

-

-

Investments in the capital of banking, financial and
insurance entities that are outside the scope of
regulatory consolidation, net of eligible short positions,
where the bank does not own more than 10% of the
issued common share capital of the entity

-

-

Significant investments in the capital banking,
financial and insurance entities that are outside
the scope of regulatory consolidation

-

-

National specific regulatory adjustments

-

-

Total regulatory adjustments to Tier 2 capital

-

-

Tier 2 capital (T2)

43,054

40,421

Total capital (TC = T1 + T2)

683,371

575,862

Total risk weighted assets

3,568,370

3,342,467

Common Equity Tier 1 (as a percentage of risk weighted
assets)

15.40%

16.02%

Tier 1 (as a percentage of risk weighted assets)

17.94%

16.02%

Total capital (as a percentage of risk weighted assets)

19.15%

17.23%

Institution specific buffer requirement (minimum CET1
requirement plus capital conservation buffer plus
countercyclical buffer requirements plus D-SIB buffer
requirement, expressed as a percentage of risk weighted
assets)

13.50%

13.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

0.5%

0.5%

7.00%

7.00%

Capital Ratios and Buffers

of which: capital conservation buffer requirement
of which: bank specific countercyclical buffer
requirement
of which: D-SIB buffer requirement
Common Equity Tier 1 available to meet buffers (as a
percentage of risk weighted assets).
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Reference of the
Balance Sheet under
the Regulatory Scope
of Consolidation

Common Disclosure (Component of Regulatory Capital
Reported by Bank)

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

National Common Equity Tier 1 minimum ratio (i.e.
9.5%)

338,995

317,534

National Tier 1 minimum ratio (i.e. 11%)

392,521

367,671

National total capital minimum ratio (i.e. 13% excluding
CCY and D-SIB buffers)

463,888

434,521

Reference of the
Balance Sheet under
the Regulatory Scope
of Consolidation

National Minima

Amounts below the Threshold for Deductions (Before Risk Weighting)
Non -Significant investment in the capital of other
financials below the Threshold

-

-

Significant investments in the common stock of
financials

-

-

Mortgage servicing rights (net of related tax liability)

-

-

Deferred tax assets arising from temporary differences
(net of related tax liability)

-

-

Applicable Caps on the Inclusion of Provisions in Tier 2
Provisions eligible for inclusion in Tier 2 in respect of
exposures subject to standardized approach (prior to
application of cap)

213,622

203,418

Cap on inclusion of provisions in Tier 2 under
standardized approach

170,568

162,997

Provisions eligible for inclusion in Tier 2 in respect of
exposures subject to internal ratings-based approach
(prior to application of cap)

-

-

Cap for inclusion of provisions in Tier 2 under internal
ratings-based approach

-

-

a-b
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
CAPITAL STRUCTURE (continued)
Composition Analysis (continued)
A reconciliation of the balance sheet as per published financial statements to the regulatory scope of consolidation
at 31st December 2018 & 31st December 2017 is shown below. The Bank follows IFRS standards for consolidation
purposes which are also applied for Basel III reporting.
Reconciliation
Item

Balance Sheet as in
Published Financial
Statements

Under Regulatory
Scope of Consolidation

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

Cash and balances with banks

702,233

495,519

702,233

495,519

Kuwait Government treasury bonds

257,161

344,590

257,161

344,590

Central Bank of Kuwait bonds

127,646

125,595

127,646

125,595

Loans and advances (net of specific
provisions)

3,227,345

3,266,103

3,227,345

3,266,103

General provisions on Loans and
advances

(201,353)

(191,037)

(201,353)

(191,037)

289,917

182,545

289,917

182,545

Investment in an associate

21,896

19,556

21,896

19,556

Other assets

51,008

47,886

51,008

47,886

Intangible Assets

16,865

17,294

16,865

17,294

Premises and equipment

55,710

53,675

55,710

53,675

4,548,428

4,361,726

4,548,428

4,361,726

501,134

596,444

501,134

596,444

3,114,504

2,939,349

3,114,504

2,939,349

150,612

149,712

150,612

149,712

88,836

86,354

88,836

86,354

Specific provision on contingent
liabilities

4,708

4,747

4,708

4,747

General provision on contingent
liabilities

12,269

12,381

12,269

12,381

3,872,063

3,788,987

3,872,063

3,788,987

Reference
to common
disclosure

Assets

Investment securities

Total assets

a

Liabilities
Due to banks and other financial
institutions
Customers’ deposits
Medium Term Borrowings
Other liabilities

Total liabilities
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b

Item

Balance Sheet as in
Published Financial
Statements

Under Regulatory
Scope of
Consolidation

Reference
to Common
Disclosure

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

Share capital

161,917

161,917

161,917

161,917

c

Share premium

108,897

108,897

108,897

108,897

d

Treasury shares

(5,053)

(5,053)

(5,053)

(5,053)

e

Retained Earnings

156,579

144,310

156,579

144,310

f

Reserves

138,370

142,664

138,370

142,664

90,750

-

Shareholders’ Equity

Perpetual Tier 1 capital securities
Non-controlling interests
Proposed dividend
Total shareholders' equity

90,750

-

812

729

812

729

24,093

19,275

24,093

19,275

676,365

572,739

676,365

572,739

The main features table includes information on the
amount recognised in regulatory capital as at 31
December 2018 which is available on the bank’s
website under disclosures.
Risk Management Structure and Process
The Group has established comprehensive risk
frameworks for managing all material risks under
Central Bank of Kuwait regulatory guidelines. The
frameworks address the identification, measurement
and monitoring processes of all material risks across
the Bank. In addition to credit risk, market risk and
operational risk under Pillar I, banks have been advised
by the Central Bank of Kuwait to assess the risks and
capital under Pillar II for all material risk, such as credit
concentration risk, Credit Risk Mitigation CRM risk,
interest rate risk in the banking book, liquidity risk,
remained operation risk, legal risk, strategic risk,
reputation risk and others.
Risk management is governed by the Risk Management
Frameworks that include Risk Policy, Risk Appetite and
Assessment, Risk Measurement & Stress Testing
models and methodology and Capital Adequacy
Assessment Matrices, which are approved by the
Board. Risk is embedded in the decision-making
process on all risk types to enable the Bank to manage
the risks assumed within acceptable levels.

g

The Group has articulated a risk appetite statement
which sets out the boundaries within which the risks
have to be assumed and managed in terms of
availability and use of capital, after setting aside buffer
for stress conditions. Descriptions of the risk appetite
statement along with the risks identified and the
methodology used to manage those risks are stated
below:
Risk Appetite Statement
The Group has established a risk appetite framework
and risk culture in managing its exposure diligently in
order to ensure risks are taken and managed within
the risk appetite through capital budgeting, risk limits
etc. In this respect, a risk appetite statement has been
defined and provides a basis for setting the Group’s
risk-taking capacity, maintaining a risk buffer, risk limits
within business strategy, risk parameters for overall
business objectives, appetite indicators for monitoring,
and reporting. Objectives of this appetite framework
includes:
• Support Strategic Initiatives
• Embedding risk appetite into the Bank’s business
culture
• Risk appetite and availability of capital
• Setting boundaries of limits and thresholds for risk
taking
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
AND PROCESS (continued)
Risk Management Structure and Process (continued)
• Measurement of both qualitative and
quantitative risk parameters
• Evaluation of risks in a consistent manner
• Monitoring risk levels against limits and
thresholds down to business level and risk type
• Support stakeholder value maximization by
monitoring and improvising expectations
At a Group-wide level, the risk appetite statement is
based on maintaining capital adequacy ratio, Risk
Adjusted Return on Capital (RAROC), quality of assets
under
non-performing
loans,
geographic
diversification, sectoral diversification, external credit
rating of the Bank, earnings volatility, and other
metrics, such as the liquidity risk, operational risk,
reputational level and regulatory compliance. These
parameters are then cascaded down to business units
by setting a series of risk limits applicable for each
business line.
Risk Limits/Thresholds
The Bank sets risk limits as part of the various policies
governing different business areas. These limits are
monitored, within the risk appetite framework, by the
business lines based on business plans. The risk
appetite statements have been embedded within
each risk management framework for managing
credit, market, interest, operational, liquidity and
strategic and reputation risk. These appetite
statements have been translated into specific risk
limits and thresholds for managing risk levels within
appetite levels through risk and business policies
thereby embedding into business processes.

Monitoring, Control & Reporting of Risk
Appetite and Limits
ABK monitors the risk appetite, risk limits and
thresholds periodically through its monitoring, control
and reporting mechanism. This monitoring is
performed with the aim of assessing the level of the
Bank’s risk exposures, and take the appropriate
corrective measures required to maintain the appetite
levels within acceptable ranges.
Risk Control & Governance
The primary goal of risk management is to ensure that
the Bank’s asset and liability profile, its trading
positions, and its credit and operational activities, do
not expose it to losses that could threaten its viability.
Risk Management assists in ensuring that risk
exposures do not become excessive, relative to the
Bank’s capital and financial positions. The Bank
maintains a limit monitoring system to mitigate all
over the counter deals and hedges FX risk by forwards
and spot deals, and interest rate risk using IRS, and
cross currency swaps for balance sheet management.
Risk Management includes the following four
elements:
• Risk Identification
• Risk Measurement

• Risk Monitoring
• Risk Control

The Bank’s Risk Management Division reports directly
to the Board Risk Committee with a dotted reporting
line to Group CEO and Deputy Chief General Manager
(DCGM).

The Group’s Risk Management Division’s organisational structure is set out below:
Board Risk Committee
Group CEO & DCGM

ABK-Egypt Risk

Credit Risk
Unit

Financial Risk
(Market Risk)
Unit

Group Chief Risk Officer
Risk Management Division

Operational
Risk Unit

IT Risk Unit/IT
Security Unit

UAE Risk

Strategic
Risk Unit

ICAAP/Basel
III

Portfolio
Provision Unit

Investment
Committee

Provision
Committee

Management Committees

Executive
Committee
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Risk
Committee

Asset Liability
Committee

Information
Technology
Steering
Committee

Management
Credit
Committee

The business lines, along with the support divisions,
Risk Management Division and Internal Audit Division,
comprise the three components that ensure effective
compliance with the control processes laid down for
risk management in the Bank. A separate Compliance
Division also independently ensures the regulatory
guidelines are followed and complied with. The Risk
Management Division, with the active support of the
Board and top management, is committed to instilling
a risk conscious culture throughout the Bank.

Credit borrowers are graded from 1 to 10, with one
being excellent and 10 being bad. The Obligor’s risk
rating model takes into consideration key risk factors,
such as business and financial risk factors including
country, industry, competitive position, cash-flow &
leverage parameters, and other factors such as
management and governance, financial policy, capital
structure and business diversification which are duly
weighted to arrive at the rating. Borrowers’ ratings
changes/migration are monitored annually. The
Obligor rating models is also complemented with a
Facility Risk Rating Model in order to derive at a
composite rating of an obligor. The Bank has a retail
risk rating scorecard to assess retail credit risk.

Credit Risk Management
Credit risk arises from the potential financial loss
resulting from customers failing to honour the terms
of their contracts. It also includes the risk of loss in
portfolio value as a result of credit quality migration
from lower risk to higher risk categories.

With international borrowers and foreign financial
institutions, the Bank relies on external credit rating
agencies for credit grading assessments, including
political risk assessment, and deals mainly with
investment grade borrowers and countries. The Bank
uses Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch Ratings for
claims on sovereign and bank exposures, choosing the
lower of the two ratings for assigning risk weight to an
exposure.

Credit risk is the most significant risk to which the
Bank is exposed and its proactive management is key
to ensuring the Bank’s long-term success.
The Bank has a comprehensive due diligence system
to assess and approve credit facilities and well-defined
policies for controlling and managing credit risk at the
counter-party, group, economic sector and country
levels.

The Bank follows mapping notations of Standard &
Poor’s public issue ratings to assets in the Bank’s book
as outlined below:

It also has a robust system of Obligor’s risk ratings to
assess the default risk of corporate borrowers
incorporating international best practices.

S&P Rating

ABK Revised Risk Grade

AAA

1

AA+, AA, AA-

2

A+, A, A-

3

BBB+, BBB, BBB-

4+, 4, 4-

BB+, BB, BB-

5+, 5, 5-

B+, B, B-

6+, 6, 6-

CCC/CC/C

7,8,9

D

10
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RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
AND PROCESS (continued)
Credit Risk Management (continued)
All corporate, international and sovereign credit
requires an independent credit risk review as per risk
management practice. Borrower exposures are
managed through exposure limits to them, and
wherever group exposure exceeds a stipulated limit,
the appropriate authorities’ approval is sought. Credits
extended to the Board of Directors are approved
strictly in accordance with Central Bank of Kuwait
requirements and executed on an arms-length basis,
which are governed through the Bank’s corporate
governance process.
With regard to credit culture, Risk Management
ensures that appropriate policies, guidelines, processes
and procedures exist to cover all business areas where
credit risk arises. It also ensures the consistent
application of the Bank’s credit extending standards
and the periodic review and updating of credit policies,
guidelines and procedures.
The credit policy sets limit criteria for individual
exposures, group exposures, economic sector and
countries. Business with any counter-party does not
commence until a credit line has been approved. A
strict credit approval process exists with authority
levels defined to ensure the efficient conduct of
business.
Risk Management ensures that credit is granted
according to the approved standards and that all risks
are highlighted in the credit risk review, including
policy exceptions.
Credit facility risk covers the analysis of the nature of
on and off-balance sheet counter-party exposure (size,
tenor, complexity and liquidity), including secured and
unsecured credit facilities, and reporting thereof.
Portfolio risk arises because of a high positive
correlation between individual credit facilities,
meaning that default by one borrower can lead to
several related borrowers who bear that correlation.
This may include:
• Concentration of exposure in geographical areas,
sectors, groups, counter-parties or rating categories
• Trend analysis in volume, sectors and concentration
• Trends in portfolio quality (borrowers’ risk
migration, non-performing loan)
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The Bank monitors and reports to Central Bank of
Kuwait (CBK) on a quarterly basis, with statements of
all credit concentrations of 5 per cent or more, in
accordance with CBK circular dated BSS/101/1995. The
Bank monitors and complies with CBK instructions that
any one customer’s liability (cash limits or exposures,
whichever is higher, and non-cash liabilities) and its
related parties to the Bank should not exceed 15 per
cent of the Bank’s capital as defined in the CBK
guidelines under BSS/101/1995. The Bank complies
with CBK with regard to credit disbursal/regulation to
various sectors of the economy.
In addition to the above, the Bank has prudent internal
portfolio exposure limits to manage concentration in
various sectors. Portfolio exposure analysis is
performed at regular intervals, and whenever required,
the Bank will revise/limit its exposures to manage/
contain risks. To mitigate risks arising from the financial
crisis that affected the world economy and the regional
political crisis, the Bank proactively reviewed bank’s
and overseas branches’ portfolio exposures to various
transaction types, counter parties, sectors, banks and
countries and revised exposure limits for managing
risk.
As far as retail credit is concerned, the Bank also has
the necessary policies, controls and processes in place.
These are in line with CBK regulations on consumer
and instalment loans and credit cards. Retail loans are
originated through the Bank’s branch network. The
retail loans that comply with policy criteria are
processed when approved by the necessary approving
authorities. Exceptions are reviewed independently by
Risk Management and approved by the credit
committee. A separate Retail Lending Unit under Retail
Banking reviews and ensures all necessary procedures
and documentations are completed. The Bank also
reviews the retail portfolio for deterioration and has
mechanisms for loan and instalment collections when
past due.
Under Pillar II risks, the concentration risk is assessed
to provide capital and manage the concentration risk
prudently. CRM risk is also assessed based on the
quality of collateral, the liquidity, the volatility and the
effectiveness of documentation etc.

Market Risk
Market risk is the risk of adverse impact on the value of
assets, liabilities or revenues from market conditions
or movements in market rates and prices. Marketsensitive assets and liabilities are generated through
loans, investments, and customer and proprietary
trading operations. For measuring market risk in the
trading book, all positions are marked to market daily
and limits are approved and independently monitored.
All major exposures are monitored by Risk Management
and appropriate limits are approved by the Asset
Liability Management Committee (ALCO).
Market risk capital is also assessed under Pillar II for
any concentration in trading positions, illiquidity in the
markets, positions marked to model etc. The Bank
adopts a standardised approach to measuring its
market risk under Pillar I.
Foreign Exchange Risk
Foreign exchange risk represents the Bank’s exposure
to fluctuations in the values of current holdings and
future cash flows denominated in other currencies.
The types of instruments exposed to this risk include:
foreign currency-denominated loans and liabilities,
future cash flows in foreign currencies arising from
foreign exchange transactions, the Bank’s proprietary
positions and customers’ foreign exchange transactions.
Instruments used to mitigate this risk are foreign
exchange spot, forwards, options etc. These
instruments help to insulate the Bank against losses
that may arise due to significant movements in foreign
exchange rates. All foreign exchange exposures are
centrally managed by the Bank’s Treasury and are daily
marked to market. Limits have been assigned with
respect to overnight open exposures, stop loss and
authorised currencies to monitor and control foreign
exchange exposures. Foreign exchange risk is also
assessed under Pillar II and under stress test utilising a
historical volatility based model.
Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk to the Bank arises on account of a
mismatch in re-pricing of loans and deposits. The
majority of loans are re-priced in line with changes in
CBK’s Discount Rate. However, the pricing of deposits
is not linked to the CBK Discount Rate and so the
interest rates on deposits do not get re-priced, along
with the re-pricing of loans. The mismatch that arises
gives rise to interest rate risk (basis risk). The other
elements in the consolidated statement of financial
positions carrying interest rate risk are Treasury Bills
and Bonds, CBK Bonds and debt securities in the Bank’s
fixed income investment portfolio.

The Bank’s overall goal is to manage interest rate
sensitivity so that movements in interest rates do not
adversely affect its net interest income. Interest rate
risk is measured as the potential volatility in net
interest income caused by changes in market interest
rates.
Exposures are quantified using interest rate re-pricing
gaps. Earnings at risk limits are monitored and
simulations used to estimate the impact of various
interest rate scenarios on the Bank’s net interest
income. These simulations incorporate assumptions of
asset and liability re-pricing and maturity characteristics.
Exposures against limits and simulation analysis are
regularly monitored by the ALCO.
Under Pillar II, the Bank carries out an internal
assessment of capital for interest rate risk in the
banking book and allocates specific capital for this risk.
Liquidity Risk
Liquidity is the ongoing ability to accommodate liability
maturities and deposit withdrawals, fund asset growth
and business operations and meet contractual
obligations through unconstrained access to funding at
reasonable market rates.
The Bank’s projected liquidity needs are analysed and
optimum alternatives to manage the liquidity risk are
recommended. Risk Management identifies liquidity at
risk, which is monitored and reported daily. Liquidity
management policies and a contingency liquidity plan
have been established. A liquidity stress test is
conducted to assess the impact of the withdrawal of
deposits, crystallisation of contingent liabilities etc. in
the mild, medium and severe scenario, both under
Bank-specific, and systemic, scenarios. The
concentration in deposits is monitored on a regular
basis and reviewed by ALCO.
Liquidity risk appetite has been put in place with the
following parameters– liquid assets, total assets, loans
to deposits; cumulative negative maturity mismatch;
funding source diversification; stress testing under
severe scenario; and capital consumption. These
appetite parameters are used for driving liquidity risk
and the exposure the Bank would be willing to take
and manage risk levels within appetite levels.
Under Pillar II, liquidity risk is assessed for Bank-specific
and general market scenarios, and capital provided to
manage the risk.
The Bank has also adopted the Liquidity Coverage
Ratio and Net Stable Funding Ratio requirements
under Basel III recommendations and monitors them
on a daily basis.
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RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
AND PROCESS (continued)
Asset Liability Management Risk
Risk Management plays a critical role in assessing the
risk embedded in the Bank’s assets and liabilities. It
recommends measures to manage risks efficiently
within the agreed risk appetite. Risk Management’s
role includes assessing the volatility and concentration
of revenues; effectiveness in pricing to cover costs and
risk; and facilitating and setting RAROC hurdle rates
etc.
The variability of net interest income in different
scenarios is monitored, aiming to maximise net interest
income within acceptable risk levels. Optimising
balance sheet management by conducting Balance
Sheet reviews for managing yields through optimal
deployment of surplus liquidity, managing cost by
focusing on low cost deposits and making
recommendations to prudently manage cost of funds.
Also, recommendations are made of appropriate
funding mix between local currency and foreign
currency thereby optimising the balance sheet returns
within acceptable risk limits.
Operational Risk Management
Operational risk is defined as the risk of loss resulting
from inadequate or failed internal processes, people
and systems, or from external events. Managing this
risk relies on identifying risks that exist within the
organisation; educating Bank employees on the
operational risks they encounter in the course of their
duties; and ensuring that the control framework works
effectively.
The Bank identifies and assesses the operational risk in
products, activities, processes and systems. It also
ensures that the associated operational risks are
properly assessed and mitigated, before any new
products or services, activities, processes or systems
are introduced.
Risk identification is vital to the development of
operational risk monitoring and control systems. Risk
identification considers internal factors such as the
Bank’s structure, the nature of its activities, the quality
of its human resources, organisational changes and
employee turnover. It also examines external factors
such as changes in the industry, major political and
economic changes, and technological advances.
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Operational Risk Models
The Bank has developed Operational Risk Models
(ORMs) that cover key risks identified in the Bank’s
business and support areas through a self-assessment
exercise and/or other risk assessment methods. The
risks highlighted in the ORMs are discussed with the
respective business units and are reviewed by the
Executive Management.
The Bank has an operational risk VaR model to quantify
its exposure by systematically tracking and recording
the frequency and severity of individual error and loss
events.
Under Pillar II, remaining operational risk is assessed
using the VaR model to assess all material operational
risks.
Legal risks are assessed as part of the operational risk
VaR model, and capital is assessed based on the impact
and likelihood of material legal risk issues.
The Bank’s internal error/loss database captures loss
events from material activities and exposures. It also
tracks individual internal error/loss data (actual loss,
potential loss, near misses and attempted frauds),
mapping these into the relevant business lines. The
Bank also collects information about the events and
recoveries, as well as descriptive information about
the causes and drivers of the loss events. The loss data
events collected are analysed and any deficiencies in
the Bank’s processes are remedied.
Control and Mitigation of Operational Risk
The Bank has established policies, processes and
procedures to control and mitigate material operational
risks. It periodically reviews risk exposures and control
strategies and adjusts the operational risk profile
accordingly, using appropriate strategies in light of its
overall risk appetite and profile. In this respect the
Bank ensures,
• There is appropriate segregation of duties, and
that personnel are not assigned responsibilities
that may create a conflict of interest, or enable
them to conceal losses, errors or inappropriate
actions
• Policies for managing risks associated with
outsourcing activities have been established.
Outsourcing arrangements are based on robust
contracts and service level agreements that
ensure a clear allocation of responsibilities
between external service providers and the Bank

• Adequate internal audit coverage to verify that
operating policies and procedures have been
implemented effectively
• An independent compliance risk unit to monitor
compliance with various regulatory and internal
guidelines
• An IT Risk Unit to ensure adequate IT processes
and controls for IT systems and information
security controls
• Insurance cover to mitigate operational risk
• A Disaster Recovery Plan and a Business
Continuity Plan that is regularly tested
Strategic Risk & Reputation Risk Management
The Bank has put in place risk frameworks covering
policy, guidelines, procedures and tools.
Strategic Risk
The Bank defines strategic risk as the current or
prospective impact on the Bank’s earnings, capital, and
risks arising from changes in its operating environment
from adverse strategic decisions, improper
implementation of decisions or a lack of responsiveness
to industry strength, economic direction or
technological changes. In this regard, the Bank has put
in place a strategic risk framework to identify measure,
monitor and report strategic risk exposures. For the
purposes of strategic risk, the sources of risks are from:
• An inadequate strategic governance framework
• An inadequate identification of factors that impact
the strategy and/or business plans
• Insufficient planning and resource allocation
process
• Failure in the execution of plans, projects and
initiatives; and
• Issues related to environment dynamics – internal
and external including products, services and Bank
practices
Strategic risk is primarily assessed in terms of the
controls available to mitigate such risks and the Bank’s
ability to successfully implement its goals under its
long term strategic plan. Matrices have been developed
to monitor and measure risk, using a score card
process, to assess strategic risks to the strategic plan,
and to consider whether the Bank has adequate
capacity to withstand those risks against the stated /
approved risk appetite. Capital is assessed based on a
metric score, taking into account all strategic initiatives
that impact the business and earnings through a selfassessment exercise.

Reputational Risk
Reputational risk is defined as the risk of current or
prospective negative impact on the Bank’s earnings, or
capital arising from damage to the Bank’s reputation in
the perception of major stakeholders. The Bank seeks
to manage reputational risk through a reputational risk
management framework that focuses on:
• Identifying key reputational risk indicators under
each driver
• Establishing the roles and responsibilities of
different entities in the reputational risk
assessment and management process and
• Developing a formalised and structured approach
for managing risks to the Bank’s reputation
The Bank has identified various reputational risk
indicators and has classified these under 12 drivers.
These Key risk Indicators are managed under customer
satisfaction;
financial
soundness;
corporate
governance; management integrity; business practice;
risk management and control environment; regulatory
compliance; transparency; media and rumours;
corporate culture; staff competence; and crisis
management. These parameters are used for assessing
and managing reputation risk.
Under Pillar II, the Bank assesses reputational risk
based on reputational risk scorecards to assess risk
through key drivers that influence the Bank’s reputation
in the perception of its significant stakeholders.
Past Due Credit Exposures
The Bank defines past due exposure in line with Central
Bank of Kuwait guidelines. Accordingly, a cash facility
will be considered past due in the following
circumstances:
• The overdraft account exceeds 10 per cent over
the limit continuously;
• The current account is in debit balance without
any authorised limit;
• The credit facility is not renewed/extended on
expiry;
• The instalment due on the loan has not been
repaid on its due date and/or
• The interest accrued on the loan has not been
settled on its maturity date.
Impaired facilities have been defined in significant
accounting policies in the financial statements.
The Bank provides specific and general provisions,
based on Central Bank of Kuwait guidelines including
IFRS9. However, for UAE branches and Subsidiary bank
in Egypt the respective regulations also apply.
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Specific Provision
The required minimum specific provision will be computed on the delinquent amount outstanding, based on the
number of days of irregularity as shown below:
Irregular Days

Minimum Required Provisions

Between 91 days and 180 days

20%

Between 181 days and 365 days

50%

Over 365 days

100%

Specific provisions are also made for monitoring category accounts, using management judgment and discretion.
General Provision
As mandated by CBK, the Bank provides general provision on all credit facilities to customers, net of certain
restricted categories of collateral to which CBK instructions are applicable. However, for branches and subsidiaries
outside the regulation the respective jurisdictions also apply.
The Bank also makes additional general provisions to cover the general credit and market risk inherent in the
portfolio. To ensure that the credit risk is effectively managed, the Bank has a well-established and comprehensive
credit risk management policy framework covering the entire credit spectrum, to ensure that non-performing
loans are minimised.
The Bank is also required to follow instructions from CBK on expected credit losses under IFRS9, and take the
higher provision between the IFRS9 and the provision calculated according to the CBK regulations as the loss in
the financials. The details of the same are covered under section 2.9 of the financial statements under ‘notes to
the consolidated financial statements’.
Bank’s Credit Risk Management Policy Framework

Policies, Procedures
and Guidelines

Credit
Analysis Tools

Monitoring
and Follow-up

Risk Responsibility
and Accountability

Approval
Authority

Credit Culture
and Skills

Credit Risk
Management
Framework

Lending
Discipline
Credit
Control
Pricing
Model
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Portfolio
Approach

Credit Risk
Measurement
Techniques

Gross Credit Risk Exposure before Risk Mitigants (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

Funded

Unfunded

2018

2017

26,432

28,610

2. Claims on sovereigns

941,264

937,850

7,266

3. Claims on public sector
entities (PSEs)

109,285

93,442

4. Claims on banks

476,086

1. Cash items

5. Claims on corporate
6. Regulatory retail exposures
7. Past due exposures
8. Other exposures
Total

Total

2018

2017

2018

2017

-

-

26,432

28,610

30,449

948,530

968,299

1

1

109,286

93,443

409,461

416,241

533,292

892,327

942,753

2,147,335

2,090,661

770,195

785,294

2,917,530

2,875,955

639,342

588,559

15,238

15,221

654,580

603,780

27,247

24,218

420

566

27,667

24,784

371,510

377,750

1,296

3,979

372,806

381,729

4,738,501

4,550,551

1,210,658

1,368,802

5,949,159

5,919,353

Gross Credit Risk Exposure - Average Balance before Risk Mitigants (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

Funded

Unfunded

2018

2017

26,130

25,625

Claims on sovereigns

905,919

852,586

18,984

Claims on public sector entities
(PSEs)

118,437

116,939

Claims on banks

530,370

Cash items

Claims on corporate
Regulatory retail exposures
Past due exposures
Other exposures
Total

Total

2018

2017

2018

2017

-

-

26,130

25,625

10,575

924,904

863,161

18

1

118,455

116,940

459,845

513,092

587,071

1,043,462

1,046,916

2,133,241

2,007,217

785,736

799,508

2,918,977

2,806,725

622,387

574,202

18,445

22,165

640,832

596,367

30,241

35,514

1,013

430

31,255

35,944

350,365

444,384

6,117

2,937

356,483

447,321

4,717,091

4,516,312

1,343,405

1,422,687

6,060,496

5,938,999
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Geographic Distribution – All Exposures (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018

1. Cash items
2. Claims on sovereigns
3. Claims on public sector
entities(PSEs)
4. Claims on banks
5. Claims on corporate
6. Regulatory retail exposures
7. Past due exposures
8. Other exposures
Total

Domestic
(Kuwait)

Other
Middle
East

21,141

5,291

-

676,054

252,325

-

2,494

78,151

167,000

Europe

Asia
Pacific
-

Rest of
World

Total

-

26,432

1,820

18,331

948,530

-

13,476

15,165

109,286

298,801

184,443

177,896

64,187

892,327

2,202,862

549,935

34,407

87,898

42,429

2,917,530

560,898

93,516

155

11

21,705

5,962

312,241

60,090

1

32

443

372,806

3,964,395

1,344,071

219,006

281,132

140,555

5,949,159

Domestic
(Kuwait)

Other
Middle
East

Europe

Asia
Pacific

Rest of
World

Total

24,230

4,380

-

708,957

221,578

-

7,387

15,043

63,782

-

14,618

127,761

308,195

254,577

210,758

41,462

942,753

2,163,586

578,868

29,597

60,469

43,435

2,875,955

530,238

73,374

160

8

12,562

12,222

342,374

35,573

2,251

645

3,924,751

1,297,972

286,585

293,885

-

-

-

654,581

-

27,666

As at 31 December 2017

1. Cash items
2. Claims on sovereigns
3. Claims on public sector
entities (PSEs)
4. Claims on banks
5. Claims on corporate
6. Regulatory retail exposures
7. Past due exposures
8. Other exposures
Total

48

-

-

-

-

30,377
-

28,610
968,299
93,443

-

603,780

-

24,784

886

381,729

116,160

5,919,353

Geographic Distribution – Funded Exposures (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018
Domestic
(Kuwait)

Other
Middle
East

21,141

5,291

-

669,003

252,111

-

2,493

78,151

-

146,481

173,881

1,609,339

452,580

552,908

86,430

-

21,814

5,433

-

312,108

58,926

1

32

443

371,510

3,335,287

1,112,803

59,283

105,436

125,693

4,738,501

Domestic
(Kuwait)

Other
Middle
East

Europe

Asia
Pacific

Rest of
World

Total

24,230

4,380

-

701,941

198,145

-

7,387

3. Claims on public sector
entities (PSEs)

15,042

63,782

-

14,618

4. Claims on banks

52,736

180,762

87,732

48,192

1,531,914

479,472

20,456

31,662

525,477

63,082

-

-

-

588,559

12,658

11,560

-

-

-

24,218

338,814

35,154

2,251

645

886

377,750

3,202,812

1,036,337

110,439

102,504

1. Cash items
2. Claims on sovereigns
3. Claims on public sector
entities (PSEs)
4. Claims on banks
5. Claims on corporate
6. Regulatory retail exposures
7. Past due exposures
8. Other exposures
Total

Europe

Asia
Pacific
-

Rest of
World

Total

-

26,432

1,820

18,331

941,264

13,476

15,165

109,285

52,967

39,605

63,152

476,086

6,315

50,499

28,602

2,147,335

4
-

-

639,342

-

27,247

As at 31 December 2017

1. Cash items
2. Claims on sovereigns

5. Claims on corporate
6. Regulatory retail exposures
7. Past due exposures
8. Other exposures
Total

-

30,377
40,038
27,158

98,459

28,610
937,850
93,442
409,460
2,090,662

4,550,551
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RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS (continued)
Geographic Distribution – Unfunded Exposures (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018

1. Claims on sovereigns

Domestic
(Kuwait)

Other
Middle
East

7,052

214

4. Claims on corporate
5. Regulatory retail exposures
6. Past due exposures

Rest of
World

Total

-

-

7,266

-

-

-

-

1

20,520

124,919

131,476

138,291

593,522

97,355

28,092

51,226

-

770,195

7,990

7,086

155

8

-

15,239

1

-

1,035

416,241

420

-

-

-

420

131

1,164

-

-

-

1,295

629,216

231,159

159,723

189,525

1,035

1,210,657

Domestic
(Kuwait)

Other
Middle
East

Europe

Asia
Pacific

Rest of
World

Total

7,016

23,433

7. Other exposures
Total

Asia
Pacific

-

2. Claims on public sector
entities (PSE)
3. Claims on banks

Europe

As at 31 December 2017

1. Claims on sovereigns
2. Claims on public sector
entities (PSEs)
3. Claims on banks
4. Claims on corporate
5. Regulatory retail exposures
6. Past due exposures
7. Other exposures
Total
50

1

-

-

-

30,449

-

1

-

-

75,021

127,433

166,846

162,566

1,426

533,292

631,670

99,397

9,140

28,807

16,278

785,292

4,762

10,293

160

8

-

-

15,223

566

-

-

-

566

3,560

419

-

-

-

3,979

722,030

261,541

176,146

191,381

17,704

1,368,802

Gross Credit Exposure – Residual Contractual Maturity (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018
Less than
1 Month

1 Month
to 1 Year

1 Year to
5 Years

26,432

-

-

-

26,432

511,945

213,727

192,081

30,776

948,530

99

28,920

68,925

11,342

109,286

4. Claims on banks

356,481

281,717

235,359

18,770

892,327

5. Claims on corporate

463,125

1,383,087

798,036

273,282

2,917,531

34,005

73,122

76,015

471,438

654,580

-

-

27,666

-

27,666

167,682

92,308

92,963

19,853

372,806

1,559,771

2,072,881

1,491,045

825,462

5,949,159

Less than
1 Month

1 Month
to 1 Year

1 Year to
5 Years

Over 5
Years

Total

28,610

-

-

468,918

197,707

278,199

23,475

968,299

211

22,539

48,639

22,054

93,443

4. Claims on banks

345,803

441,329

140,501

15,121

942,754

5. Claims on corporate

644,584

1,373,080

762,682

95,608

2,875,954

22,368

72,503

96,616

412,293

603,780

-

24,784

-

24,784

76,293

174,908

62,401

68,127

381,729

1,586,787

2,282,066

1,413,822

636,678

5,919,353

1. Cash items
2. Claims on sovereigns
3. Claims on public sector entities (PSEs)

6. Regulatory retail exposures
7. Past due exposures
8. Other exposures
Total

Over 5
Years

Total

As at 31 December 2017

1. Cash items
2. Claims on sovereigns
3. Claims on public sector entities (PSEs)

6. Regulatory retail exposures
7. Past due exposures
8. Other exposures
Total

-

-

28,610
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS (continued)
Impaired Credit Facilities and Provision – by Category (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

NPL
2018

1. Claims on banks
2. Claims on
corporate
3. Regulatory retail
exposures
Total

Specific Provision
2017

2018

General Provision

2017

2018

2017

1,372

1,781

-

-

-

-

55,525

51,208

36,539

32,324

206,886

9,449

8,967

4,640

4,216

64,974

60,175

41,179

36,540

Specific Provision
Charge
2018

2017

-

-

196,438

38,099

24,952

5,361

5,200

7,978

7,838

213,619

203,419

46,077

32,790

Impaired Credit Facilities and Provision - by Geographic Area (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

Specific Provision

General Provision

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

Domestic (Kuwait)

50,961

40,960

32,537

29,493

199,750

191,528

Other Middle East

14,013

19,215

8,642

7,047

12,116

9,748

Europe

-

-

-

-

278

689

Asia Pacific

-

-

-

-

765

756

Rest of World

-

-

-

-

710

698

213,619

203,419

Total

52

NPL

64,974

60,175

41,179

36,540

Movement in Provisions for Credit Facilities Impairment (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

Provisions as on 1 January 2018

Funded

Charge for the year
Total

Total

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

222,831

231,190

17,128

17,470

239,959

248,660

59

(191)

4

(45)

63

(236)

(41,485)

(65,987)

(41,485)

(65,987)

54,833
236,238

Exchange difference
Amounts written off during the
year (net of recoveries)

Unfunded

-

-

57,819

1,428

(297)

56,261

57,522

222,831

18,560

17,128

254,798

239,959

Risk Weighted Exposure Post Credit Conversion and Risk Mitigation (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

1. Claims on sovereigns
2. Claims on public sector
entities (PSEs)
3. Claims on banks
4. Claims on corporate

Rated

Unrated

2018

2017

2018

16,769

25,491

3,383

6,085

13,987

37,072

212,314

242,266

16,648

Total
2017

2018

2017

20,151

37,763

17,136

43,157

31,123

4,547

1,640

216,861

243,906

-

2,035,105

1,920,101

2,051,753

1,920,101

12,272

5. Regulatory retail exposures

-

-

606,260

568,056

606,260

568,056

6. Past due exposures

-

-

20,045

18,702

20,045

18,702

7. Other exposures

-

-

486,132

414,051

486,132

414,051

251,816

281,744

3,192,544

2,951,958

3,444,359

3,233,702

Total
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS
(continued)
Counter Party Credit Risk
The Bank has put in place risk policies and processes to
identify, measure, monitor and report on counter party
credit risk. These policies are integrated into credit risk
management and have been applied in determining
the internal house limits for maximum exposure, based
on the counterparty’s credit rating. High grade counter
parties will attract higher limit exposure, while low
credit grade customers will be restricted to lower level
exposure. These limits have been determined based
on the probability of default associated with each risk
grade of borrowers. The bank seeks to minimise
unexpected losses based on the probability of default.
For derivatives, the limits structure that has been set
up is based on the tenor of the contract and the risks
which are the function of the volatility of the underlying.
Counterparty limits structures are in place by product
limits including for daily maximum delivery risk.
The Bank has implemented policies for accepting and
securing collaterals as risk mitigation, as well as
processes for monitoring valuation fluctuations and
legally securing collateral to protect the Bank’s interest.
Processes and methods are in place for the continuous
monitoring of fluctuations in the values of collateral
support on counter party credit. Triggers have been
established to ensure the top-up of collateral based on
marked to market on the daily value fall below the
trigger. The Bank uses a standardised approach to
calculate credit value adjustment (CVA) as per the
regulations.
Credit Risk Mitigation
The policies and processes for on and off-balance sheet
netting (and the extent to which the Bank makes use of
them); the policies and processes for collateral
valuation and management; and a description of the
main types of collateral taken, are described below.
Credit risk mitigation (CRM) encompasses collateral
management, credit guarantee and netting
arrangements. Netting techniques are currently not
employed as a CRM technique.
However, the Bank has in place a system of collateral
valuation and management. All listed equity collateral
is valued daily, for collateral coverage determination.
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To manage the concentration risk of equity collateral,
the Bank has a stipulated percentage of paid-up capital
of the company as the maximum that can be accepted
as collateral.
To manage the quality of quoted equity collateral,
equity shares have been graded in three groups based
on the liquidity and financial strength of the equity,
with Grade I representing the highest quality. The
required collateral coverage increases from Grade I to
Grade III.
In respect of real estate collateral, two valuations are
obtained of which one will be the valuator approved
by CBK. The average of the two valuations will be
considered. Real estate collateral is valued each year.
The Bank normally accepts the following types of
collateral:
• Equity shares and funds
• Cash margins and fixed deposits
• Real estate comprising of income-producing and
non-income producing assets.
Among other Risk mitigants, the Bank also insists on
the assignment of Insurance on inventories, plants and
machinery and also accepts unlisted equity, guarantees
of individuals, corporates and banks, based on their
creditworthiness and rating grades.
In this respect, the Bank has put in place specific
policies over the types of collateral that are acceptable.
In addition, it has set up processes to properly value
the collateral support provided and to ensure that this
support is secured legally, including documentation.
Adequate legal processes are in place to ensure that
documentation is adequate to protect the Bank’s
interest. In addition, the Bank also monitors the
valuation continuously to ensure adequate coverage
over the credit exposures. The Bank continuously
monitors the concentration of collateral support on an
aggregate basis and has set up limits to ensure risk is
maintained within collateral risk limits.
Guarantors who provide collateral support are assessed
for their credit worthiness based on their financial
strength and external ratings, if available. In the case of
individuals, their personal net worth is taken into
account, while for corporate guarantors, their financial
strength is assessed and rated. External agency ratings
are used in the case of financial institutions.

Collateralised Credit Exposure with Eligible Collateral (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

Gross Credit
Exposure
2018

2017

Cash items

26,432

Claims on
sovereigns

Collateralized
Exposure
2018

2017

28,609

-

948,530

968,299

-

Claims on
public sector
entities
(PSEs)

109,286

93,443

Claims on
banks

892,327

942,752

Claims on
corporate

85

-

Financial
Collaterals

Bank
Guarantees

Real Estate

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

157

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

474,306

519,093

15,766

4,913

-

90,534

157

-

2,917,530 2,875,954 1,067,692 1,426,230

85

Regulatory
retail
exposures

654,580

603,780

49,671

39,158

36,988

24,570

-

23

-

96

Past due
exposures

27,667

24,784

6,602

21,262

2,723

3,113

-

-

-

1,163

Other
exposures

372,806

381,732

29,229

171,238

5,673

52,493

-

40

-

12,875

519,774

599,426

15,766

4,976

-

104,668

Total

5,949,159 5,919,353 1,153,280 1,658,045
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS (continued)
Credit Risk Exposure After Credit Conversion Factor and CRM (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

Before CRM

CRM

2018

2017

26,432

2. Claims on sovereigns

Net Exposure

2018

2017

28,610

-

941,337

938,175

-

3. Claims on public sector
entities (PSEs)

109,286

93,443

4a. Claims on banks - rated

572,157

529,165

16,835

3,988

2,551,516

1. Cash items

4b. Claims on banks - unrated
5. Claims on corporate
6. Regulatory retail exposures
7. Past due exposures
8. Other exposures
Total

2018

2017

-

26,432

28,610

-

941,337

938,175

(157)

109,201

93,286

-

-

572,157

529,165

-

-

16,835

3,988

2,534,641

(490,073)

(614,540)

2,061,443

1,920,101

646,721

595,944

(36,987)

(24,689)

609,734

571,255

27,457

24,484

(2,723)

(4,276)

24,734

20,208

372,430

379,741

(5,673)

(65,408)

366,757

314,333

5,264,171

5,128,191

(535,540)

(709,070)

4,728,630

4,419,121

(85)

Market Risk for Trading Portfolio, Foreign Exchange and Commodities Exposures
The Bank uses a standardised approach for measuring the market risk of its portfolio consisting of FX, equity and
derivative instruments.
Capital Requirements for Market Risk Exposures (KD 000)
Capital Requirements for Market Risk Exposures
Equities position risk

56

2018
-

2017
26

Foreign exchange risk

423

151

Minimum capital required for market risk

371

177

Operational Risk
The Bank uses a standardised approach to measure operational risk. The profit for each business line is determined
using the transfer pricing methodology followed by the Bank. The mapping policy provides detailed guidelines
on the mapping of business income into eight standard business lines.
Capital Requirements for Operational Risk (KD 000)
Capital Requirements for Operational Risk Exposures

2018

2017

1. Trading and sales

7,236

6,212

22,365

21,443

8,256

7,468

15

28

37,873

35,151

2. Commercial banking
3. Retail banking
4. Asset management
Minimum capital required for operational risk

Equity Position in the Banking Book
All equity positions that are not marked as trading exposures are classified as exposures in the banking book.
The Bank’s holdings of listed equities are valued based on the closing bid price. For unquoted shares, the valuation
conforms to IFRS 9 & 13 requirements. All investments require the approval of the Investment Committee or the
Board Credit & Investment Committee, depending on the amount of exposure. The accounting techniques and
valuation methodologies used, including key assumptions used in the valuation, are disclosed in the significant
accounting policies note to the financials. The types and nature of investments classified as quoted and unquoted
are disclosed in note 7 of the consolidated financial statements.
Equity risk is monitored by specifying the maximum asset allocation as a percentage of total assets of the Bank.
The Bank has also put in place sector, market and stop loss limits.
A maximum portfolio limit is also established for unlisted equity exposure as a percentage of Maximum Investment
Limit. Each month a comprehensive portfolio report is presented to the Board Credit & Investment Committee
on the performance of the equity investment portfolio and its compliance with the various limits laid down in the
Bank’s investment policy.
Capital Requirement for Investments
Total value of investments disclosed in the consolidated statement of financial position (KD 000)
As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017
Description

Investment securities

Total

Quoted

Unquoted

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

252,191

212,654

132,170

118,008

120,021

94,646
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS (continued)
Total Investment Gains (KD 000)
Total Investment Gains

2018

2017

102

4,830

Unrealised gains recorded in the consolidated statement of changes in
shareholders’ equity

1,677

10,620

100% of the above included in Tier 1 Capital

1,677

10,620

2018

2017

15,107

10,486

Realised gains recorded in the consolidated statement of income

Capital Requirement for Investments (KD 000)
Capital Requirement for the Investments
Investment securities– FVOCI

Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book (IRRBB)
The nature of IRRBB, key assumptions and the frequency of IRRBB measurement, are set out below:
Interest rate risk is limited as majority of KD loans are re-priced with any change in CBK’s Discount Rate except
retail instalment loans which are committed for a fixed rate for five years. However, the pricing of deposits is not
linked to the CBK Discount Rate and hence the interest rates on deposits are not re-priced together with the
loans. The resulting mismatch gives rise to interest rate risk (basis risk). The other elements in the consolidated
statement of financial position carrying interest rate risk are Treasury Bonds, CBK Bonds and Debt securities in
the investment portfolio.
Deposits are re-priced based on their final maturity or, if linked to a floating rate index, on the re-pricing date.
Deposits that are insensitive to interest rate movements are categorised separately. Assets and liabilities that do
not have definite maturities/re-pricing intervals, and off-balance sheet items, will be assigned to the respective
time-bands according to judgment, empirical studies and the Bank’s past experiences. The earnings at risk are
calculated based on interest rate re-pricing gaps. Simulation analysis is also conducted under different interest
rate scenarios and the impact is quantified at regular intervals. Exposure against limits and simulation analysis
are monitored regularly by ALCO. The Bank hedges the interest rate risk in the banking book, where appropriate,
by using derivative instruments like interest rate swaps, etc. Hedging is done in the same currency and covers the
period of the underlying transaction.
2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

1bp sensitivity in KD book

125

61

1bp sensitivity in USD book

31

15

Interest Rate Risk in Banking Book (IRRBB)

The Bank recognises the need to be transparent and has implemented a comprehensive corporate governance
and disclosure policy. It has made maximum public disclosure to enable stakeholders to assess the risk profile of
the Bank; to assess the risk measurement and management techniques used; and to make informed decisions
when dealing with the Bank. The Bank has detailed a comprehensive risk framework in compliance with the BIS
III accord of the Central Bank of Kuwait and identified key risks – detailing the measurement and monitoring
techniques under each risk area.
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Remuneration Practices
The Bank has established policies over remuneration
practices and guides its remuneration based on
performance and risk. For this purpose, the Bank has
set up the Board Nomination and Remuneration
Committee to independently assess and monitor
remuneration systems. This committee’s mandate is to
ensure
appropriate
policies,
performance
measurement, remuneration and risk tolerance, and
award and disclosure systems are in place in line with
Labour law and Central Bank of Kuwait regulations.
The remuneration policy provides the basis of
determining remuneration to the Bank’s associates,
managers and senior executives based on their
responsibilities and authority levels. This remuneration
philosophy and general framework apply to all ABK
employees based in Kuwait, its subsidiaries and foreign
branches. However, practices and pay components
and amounts may differ based on local legislations,
market conditions and practices.
The material risk takers are the business line executives
who include Chief Executive Officer, Deputy Chief
General Manager, business line heads of Corporate
Banking, Retail Banking, Treasury & Investments,
International Banking, UAE branches, Al Ahli Bank of
Kuwait - Egypt and Al Ahli Capital Investments.
The guiding principle of the remuneration policy is pay
for performance. The remuneration has fixed and
variable components, which comprises both a cash
and deferred component. Specific employee role and
responsibility-related performance metrics are
designed in the form of Key Performance Indicator
Metrics (KPIs) to continuously evaluate executive and
staff performance, which is evaluated based on a
combination of:
a) targets and their achievement measured on a
transparent basis and
b) behavioural dimension or expected behaviours
which represent robust and prudent leadership,
and applied for determining rewards
The objective of the policy is to link reward to
performance, while considering the panning out of risk
over a long-term horizon through a claw back on the
deferred remuneration for key risk taking as well as
other executives.

The BNRC regularly reviews the remuneration policy
and updates as needed. The policy was reviewed in
2017 and updated.
The remuneration of risk and audit employees is not
linked to the Bank’s financial performance. The Board
Risk Committee and Board Audit Committee oversee
the remuneration of risk and audit staff respectively,
based on performance measures determined by the
respective committees.
The KPIs are in the form of a balanced scorecard and
are based on financial, risk and control parameters, as
well as strategic achievements.
Both Ex-Ante and Ex post measures are used to
determine compensation. In determining remuneration,
the Bank takes into account the risks taken by business
executives, where future risks and crystallisation of
such risks are considered through appropriate deferred
remuneration schemes and claw back. Performancerelated rewards are part-retained and subject to long
term performance review.
The Bank has put in place ex-ante measures such as
trend in NPLs, trend in net profit related to business
units & peers performance and ex-post matrices like,
operating profit, net profit, asset quality that are used
to determine rewards taking long term view including
deferred payment of such rewards and claw back
where the criteria are not met. The performance of the
business divisions is linked to the Bank’s overall
performance, the divisional performance and the
personal contribution. However, the performance of
the control functions is linked to the divisional
performance and personal contribution. There is a
matrix by which the overall performance bonus pot is
directly impacted by the financial achievement. If the
achievement is below target, the performance bonus
pool is suitably reduced based on the matrix.
The Bank typically defers a portion of its variable
reward pay out for senior executives over future
periods. Future performance assessment incorporates
factors directly related to claw-back considerations
prior to vesting.
As part of its variable remuneration, the Bank uses a
cash performance bonus, as well as deferred reward
schemes. The Bank does not have any stock/stock
option scheme.
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS (continued)
Remuneration Practices (continued)
Details of the Remuneration Paid to Senior Management and Other Material Risk Takers (KD 000)
Total Value of Remuneration Awards for the
2018 Fiscal Year

No. of
Employees

Unrestricted
in (KD 000)

Deferred
in (KD 000)

− Cash-based

61

4,143

Nil

− Other

61

811

Nil

61

1,482

494

Fixed Remuneration

Variable Remuneration
− Cash-based
Description

Senior Management

Material Risk Takers

Financial & Control
Function

No.

%

(KD 000)

No.

%

(KD 000)

No.

%

(KD 000)

Variable

18

30%

599

30

49%

998

13

21%

378

Guaranteed Bonus

18

30%

129

30

49%

202

13

21%

79

1

13%

3

6

75%

349

1

13%

73

End of Service Payments

Total Value of Remuneration Awards for the
2017 Fiscal Year

No. of
Employees

Unrestricted
in (KD 000)

Deferred
in (KD 000)

− Cash-based

53

3,745

Nil

− Other

53

728

Nil

53

1,284

428

Fixed Remuneration

Variable Remuneration
− Cash-based
Description

Material Risk Takers

Financial & Control
Function

No.

%

(KD 000)

No.

%

(KD 000)

No.

%

(KD 000)

Variable

17

32%

544

24

45%

823

12

23%

345

Guaranteed Bonus

17

32%

126

24

45%

166

12

23%

72

0

0%

0

1

100%

34

0

0%

0

End of Service Payments
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Senior Management

Leverage Ratio
Within the framework of implementing Basel III reforms, Central Bank of Kuwait has issued regulations (circular
no. 2/RB/342/2014 dated 21/10/2014) on the application of a leverage ratio. The regulation prescribes a
minimum ratio requirement of 3 per cent and is calculated as Tier 1 capital divided by the leveraged exposures.
The leverage ratio computed as of 31st December 2018 & 31st December 2017 is disclosed in the table below.
Summary Comparison of Accounting Assets vs. Total Leverage Ratio Exposure
Summary Comparison of Accounting Assets vs. Total Leverage
Ratio Exposure
S.N.

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

4,548,428

4,361,726

Item

1

Total consolidated assets as per published financial statements

2

Adjustment for investments in banking, financial, insurance or
commercial entities that are consolidated for accounting purposes
but outside the scope of regulatory consolidation

-

-

3

Adjustment for fiduciary assets recognized on the balance sheet
pursuant to the accounting policy but excluded from the leverage
ratio exposure measure (as shown in footnote No 2)

-

-

4

Adjustments for derivatives

3,001

3,487

5

Adjustment for securities financing transactions.

-

-

6

Off-balance sheet exposures (i.e. credit equivalent amounts)

7

Other exposures

8

Total exposures in the Leverage ratio measure (i.e. total of abovementioned items)

552,456

643,428

-

-

5,103,885

5,008,641
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RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PROCESS (continued)
Leverage Ratio Common Disclosure
Leverage Ratio Common Disclosure
S.N.

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

4,749,781

4,552,763

-

-

4,749,781

4,552,763

Item
On-balance sheet exposures
Total consolidated assets as per published financial statements
Add: Cash general provision

62

1

On-balance sheet items (excluding derivatives and SFTs, but including
collateral)

2

(Asset amounts deducted in determining Basel III Tier 1 capital)

3

Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives and SFTs)6
derivative exposures

4

Replacement cost associated with all derivatives transactions (i.e. net
of eligible cash variation margin)

1,340

706

5

Add-on amounts for PFE associated with all derivatives transactions

1,661

2,781

6

Gross-up for derivatives collateral provided where deducted from the
balance sheet assets pursuant to the operative accounting
framework

-

-

7

(Deductions of receivables assets for cash variation margin provided
in derivatives transactions)

-

-

8

(Exempted CCP leg of client-cleared trade exposures)

-

-

9

Adjusted effective notional amount of written credit derivatives

-

-

10

(Adjusted effective notional offsets and add-on deductions for
written credit derivatives)

-

-

11

Total derivative exposures (sum of lines 4 to 10)

3,001

3,487

Leverage Ratio Common Disclosure
S.N.

2018
(KD 000)

2017
(KD 000)

Item
Securities Financing Transactions

12

Gross SFT assets (with no recognition of netting), after adjusting for
sale accounting transactions

-

-

13

(Netted amounts of cash payables and cash receivables of gross SFT
assets)

-

-

14

CCR exposure for SFT assets

-

-

15

Agent transaction exposures

-

-

16

Total securities financing transaction exposures (sum of lines 12 to
15)

-

-

Other Off-Balance Sheet Exposures
17

Off-balance sheet exposure at gross notional amount

1,398,850

1,793,095

18

(Adjustments for conversion to credit equivalent amounts)

(846,394)

(1,149,667)

19

Off-balance sheet items (sum of lines 19 and 20)

552,456

643,428

640,317

535,441

5,305,238

5,199,678

12.07%

10.30%

Capital & Total Exposures
20

Tier 1 capital

21

Total exposures (sum of lines 3, 11, 16 and 21)
Leverage Ratio

22

BASEL III Leverage Ratio
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“A vocabulary of truth and simplicity
will be of service throughout your life”.
Winston Churchill (Statesman)

BRANCH NETWORK
Domestic Branches

Main Branch
Ahmad Al Jaber Street, Safat
Square
P.O. Box 1387 Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 22400900/ 22411100
Fax: 22417284
Email: headoffice@abkuwait.com

University Branch
Kuwait University, Khaldiya
(Library/ Administration Complex)
P.O. Box 1387 Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24819176/ 24819177
Fax: 24837508
Email: universitybr@abkuwait.com

Farwaniya Branch
Al Ettehad Complex, Habib
Munawer Street
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24731950/ 24740977
Fax: 24737429
Email: farwaniyabr@abkuwait.com

Salmiya Branch
Salem Al Mubarak Street,
Al Hamra Complex
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 25731411/ 25710088/
25716562
Fax: 25721964
Email: salmiyabr@abkuwait.com

Shuwaikh Branch
Banks Street
P.O.Box 1387 Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24815171/ 24815172
Fax: 24838524
Email: shuwaikhbr@abkuwait.com

Sabhan Branch
Industrial Area, Block 7, Building 3
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24714655
Fax: 24747136
Email: sabhanbr@abkuwait.com

Sabah Hospital Branch
Sabah Hospital
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24819478
Fax: 24838525
Email: sabahbr@abkuwait.com

Jabriya Branch
Block 7, Street 102
Near the police station
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 25333690/ 25333691
Fax: 25320017
Email: jabriyabr@abkuwait.com

Hawally Branch
Al Ahli Bank Building, Tunis Street
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 22643877/ 22612700
Fax: 22659203
Email: hawallybr@abkuwait.com
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Fahaheel Branch
Al Manshar Complex,
Near Al Kout Mall
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 23912200/ 23912201
Fax: 23927685
Email: fahahelbr@abkuwait.com

Sharq Branch
Behbehani Complex
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 22437545/ 22437546
Email: sharqbr@abkuwait.com

Jahra Branch
Al Waha Area, Block 3
Near Al Waha Polyclinic
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24559495/ 24559552
Fax: 24557046
Email: jahrabr@abkuwait.com

Jahra Branch (2)
Mubarak Complex 2, Jahra
Commercial Center
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24564207/24564208
Fax: 24564301
Email: jahra2br@abkuwait.com
Al Adan Branch
Al Adan Area
Block 7 - Street 106
besides Al Adan Co-op
Tel: 22906621
Fax: 25422851
Email: aladanbr@abkuwait.com
Ministries Complex Branch
Ministries Complex, Block 17
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 22439092/22439093
Fax: 22439096
Email:
mincomplexbr@abkuwait.com
Galleria 2000 Branch
Galleria 2000, Salem Al Mubarak
Street, Salmiya
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 25713400/ 25713500
Fax: 25718400
Email: galleriabr@abkuwait.com
Al-Zahra Branch
Zahra Area, Block 4, Association of
Cooperative Al Zahra
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 25245088/ 25245077
Fax: 25246183
Email: alzahrabr@abkuwait.com
Liberation Tower Branch
Liberation Tower, Safat
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 22493507/ 22542508
Fax: 22492506
Email: libtowerbr@abkuwait.com

Mansouriya Branch
Block 2, Al Arabi Street
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 22542907/ 22542908
Fax: 22542914
Email: mansouriya@abkuwait.com
Hadiya Branch
Block 1, Hadiya Cooperative
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 23941536/ 23941373
Fax: 23941548
Email: hadiyabr2@abkuwait.com
Ahmadi Branch
East Ahmadi, Mustafa Karam Co.,
Building 15, Ground Floor No.1
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 23989589/ 23989592
Fax: 23989615
Email:
ahmadibranch@abkuwait.com
Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh Branch
Al Jawhara Mall, Block 7/8/9,
Building A 34, Street 1, Ground
Floor
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24341877
Fax: 24341442
Email: jleebbr@abkuwait.com
Al Sulaibiyah – Al Forda Branch
Government Property, Al-Wafer
Marketing Services,
Shop No: B1/G/12/BA/03
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24643932/ 24643933/
24643930
Fax: 24643931
Email:
sulaibiyah_forda@abkuwait.com
Khaitan Branch
Khaitan, Abraj Rona Real-Estate
Complex
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24752696/ 24753325
Fax: 24752696
Email: khaitanbr@abkuwait.com

Al Bahar Center Branch
Al Bahar Center, Tunis Street,
Block 61, Building 81
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 22613580
Fax: 22613426
Email:
albaharcent.632@abkuwait.com
Andalous Branch
Commercial Area, Block 14, Street
602
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24891754/ 24891802
Fax: 24891094
Email: andalusbr@abkuwait.com
Salwa Branch
Salwa Area, Block 2, Street 1,
Avenue 315, Ground Floor
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 25644293
Fax: 25644273
Email: salwabr2@abkuwait.com
Al Shaab Branch
Block 7, Abdullah Rawdhan Street
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 2234837/ 22641838
Fax: 22641831
Email: alshaab@abkuwait.com
Al Firdous Branch
Block 7, First Street
(opposite Al Firdous Cooperative)
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 24897636/ 24897663
Fax: 24897420
Email: alferdous@abkuwait.com
South Sabahiya Branch
Block 1, South Sabahiya
(next to Al Ahmadi Municipality)
P.O. Box 1387, Safat, 13014 Kuwait
Tel: 23624206/ 23624207
Fax: 23624209
Email:
southsabahiya@abkuwait.com
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BRANCH NETWORK (continued)
Domestic Branches (continued)

UAE Branches

Egypt Branches

Dubai Branch
Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait (KSCP)
Opp. Hamarain Centre
P.O Box 1719
Abu Baker Al Siddique Road
Deira, Dubai
UAE
Contact Details:
Telephone:
(+9714) 2681118/ 2687171
Fax: (+9714) 2684445
Website: eahli.com
Email: info@ahlibank.ae

ABK-Egypt - Head Office
Smart Village Branch:
Cairo/Alex Desert Road, Km28,
Smart Village, Building B227-B228
Tel: +202 35352790 / 91
Fax: +202 35370522

Abu Dhabi Branch
Muroor Road
Eibfs Building
Ground floor, P.O. Box 7941
Abu Dhabi
UAE
Contact Details:
Telephone: (+9712) 4015150
Fax: (+9712) 4439070
Website: eahli.com
Email: info@ahlibank.ae
DIFC Branch
Emirates Financial Towers - DIFC
North Tower, Level 21, Unit 21-01
P.O. Box: 507162, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 6075 666

Greater Cairo
Zamalek Branch:
104 26th July St., Zamalek, Cairo

10th of Ramadan City Branch:
No. 25 City Center, 10th of
Ramadan City
Giza Branch:
32B Mourad St., Giza

Talaat Harb Branch:
10 Talaat Harb St., Evergreen
Building 4th Floor, Downtown

Faisal Branch:
6-7, El Mansoureya Housing,
end of Faisal St.

Shobra Branch:
49A Shobra St., Shobra

Mohandessin Branch:
4 Syria St., Mohandessin

Manial Branch:
3 Mathaf El Manial, Manial

Shooting-Club Branch:
36 Shooting Club Street

New Maadi Branch:
4/1 Laselki St., Maadi

6th of October Branch:
Block 1/18/A - Beside El Hossary
Mosque - Central road
(Al Madina Center Tower)

Helwan Branch:
100A Mansour St., Helwan
Heliopolis Branch:
52 Nazeeh Khalifa St., Heliopolis
El Hegaz Branch:
299 El Hegaz St. Ground floor,
Heliopolis
El-Tahra Branch:
12 Saraya El Koba Sq., in front of
Tahra Palace
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Nasr City Branch:
13 Abou Dawood
El-Zahery St., Nasr City

Karma Branch:
101 Administration Area,
Karma 1 Compound, Sheikh Zayed
El-Dokki Branch (Pyramisa):
60 Giza Street (Charles de Gaulle)
New Cairo Branch:
fifth settlement, Ninety road,
in front of Concord Plaza B-340
Marghany Branch:
Shop No.2, Plot No.16 Box 911A
Golf Area, Marghany Street

Alexandria
Patrice Le Momba Branch:
2 Patrice Le Momba St., Bab Sharq
Semouha Branch:
56 Fawzy Moaz Street Flat 5 at
Semouha Heights
El Montaza Branch:
746 El Gueish St., El Mandara
Loran Branch:
477 El Gueish Road, Cornish, Loran
Nabi Daniel Branch:
15 Mahmoud Azmy St., Attareen
Delta
Mansoura Branch:
28 Ali Mubarak St. from Saad
Zaghloul St., Toreel
Tanta Branch:
48 El Gueish St.
New Zagazig Branch:
Borg Shalek / 25 Talat Harb Street
& 7 El-Kady Street

Canal
Port Said Branch:
Intersection of Gomhoreya St.,
Damietta St. & Hafez Ibrahim St.,
El Sharq
Suez Branch: Building No.1,
Intersection of El Borg Road &
23rd of July St.
Damietta Branch: Zaher District,
Corniche El Nile, Damietta,
Ras El Bar Road
Ismailia Branch:
El Gawhara Tower,
Shebin El Koum St.

Upper Egypt
Aswan Branch:
82 Abtal El Tahrir St., Bandar
Aswan
Assiut Branch:
Intersection of Thawra St. &
Salah Salem St.
Sohag Branch:
Intersection of No. 15 St. &
El Gomhoreya St., El Hag Ahmed
Dief Allah Towers, Sohag
Menia Branch:
191 Cornich El Nile St.

Red Sea
Hurghada Branch:
El Hadaba
El Shamalia - Hurghada - Red sea
Sharm El Sheikh - Hadaba Branch:
Shores Amphoras Hotel, Hadabet
Om El Seed

Damanhour Branch:
Building No.2, Intersection of Omar
ibn El Khattab St. & Abd El Salam
El Shazly St.
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“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
Leonardo da Vinci (Painter)

Simpler Banking

Ahlan Ahli 1 899 899

www.eahli.com

